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FT Editorial

COVID-19 exposes ‘fair
pay and living wages’ are
far beyond the sun
Abu Numan Abdullah
The global fashion industry is on pause. Due to this
unimaginable situation from retailers, brands, down to
workers – all are suffering immensely in this lockdown.
Countless fashion brands have closed their stores
in Europe and America which leads to this order
cancellation and postponement, which is affecting
1.44 million workers.
Governments in the UK and the USA have come up
with bailout packages to rescue them. Along with
that the UK govt. is paying 80% of the salaries of
workers furloughed and placed a rent freeze for
retailers. But this type of scenario is not affordable in
the garment manufacturing countries.
The pandemic has very sadly exposed a grim
and hypocritic picture of the apparel industry. In
Bangladesh, except for some brands, most of the
brands are refusing to pay for the orders that are
already produced.

Figure: The pandemic has very sadly exposed a grim and
hypocritic picture of the apparel industry. In Bangladesh, except
for some brands, most of the brands are refusing to pay for the
orders that are already produced.

After all these years of (7 to be exact) Rana Plaza
incident and billions of USD of investments on
factory safety remediation, but workers' livelihood
is uncertain as big brands and retailers declined to
pay for $3 billion worth of completed orders in their
supplier factories.

Post Rana Plaza, Accord and Alliance completed
almost all the factory inspections. A huge number
of factories have been relocated to safer locations.
Huge investments have been done in safety
assurance. 591 trade unions have been registered.
Sub-standard factories have been closed down.

After the Rana Plaza incident, Bangladesh's
readymade garment (RMG) industry has rebranded
itself as an ethical and sustainable manufacturing hub.

It is very clear that the sustainable progress stories
in the apparel industry is only brand-centric. And
the definition of advancement changes based on
the vantage point. Brands, consumers, and factory
owners have questionably made great steps in recent
years to shop differently and make sustainable
commitments to the environment. Whereas, garment
workers have not shared correspondingly in those
advances.

The world’s best seven factories out of the 10
certified by the USGBC are situated in Bangladesh.
Environment-friendly factories have been established
in the country, meeting the best compliance
standards of the world.
Yes, the Bangladesh readymade garments (RMG)
industry has reached a safe horizon. But the
COVID-19 pandemic has exposed the fallacy of
ethical practices by big western brands. Globally
stories of garment workers protesting for lost wages,
going hungry, or manufacturing PPE without their
safety gears fill the news. They are bearing the most
extreme burden of this financial meltdown.
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Bangladeshi apparel industry leaders are fearing a
grim future and think that it could be much, much
worse than Rana Plaza.
“Brands who were partners last month have all
turned into strangers, unable to fathom our exposure
to an existential crisis of handling the wages of 4.1
million workers. Without orders and with empty
45
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A L L I A N C E
FOR BANGLADESH WORKER SAFETY

More than

World’s best

90% factory 7 factories
remidation is
done by
Accord and
Allience

out of 10
certified by
USGBC are in
Bangladesh

A huge
number of
factories have
been relocated
to safer
locations

production spaces, all the workers run a risk of being
unemployed for a long time to come,” said Rubana
Huq, President, Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers
and Exporters Association (BGMEA).
It is of utmost importance that brands, consumers,
campaigners must realize that besides environmental
sustainability, workers' livable life is one of the
fundamental human rights. But when brands/retailers
refuse to pay for completed shipments prices then
how will factory owners pay their wages?
Apparel leaders think that in post-pandemic fashion
reality buyers will squeeze down more with the
excuse of a prolonged shutdown.
Rubana Huq added, “While the COVID-19 wreaks
havoc globally, the fate of our industry and our
workers has ended up being uncertain. With Brands
handing out cancellations and deferments, we have
no idea what tomorrow holds.”
Customers should not only just buy green,
sustainable, and environment-friendly clothes,
they should also appreciate the people behind the
garments who made it. Not just thinking about
climate action change and less water.
Naim Chowdhury, Director at Monarchy Fashions Ltd
said, “All customers, brands should come forward
and let factories continue to cut the fabric which
is already in store. They should also let factories to
clear/import the fabric and continue to sew and
keep them ready. Our RMG sector has been listening
to the brands for long and they must consider the
situation since two Eid festivals are approaching.”
The customers need to realize that the poor garment
workers who are making their garments, they should
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Almost

600 trade
unions have
been
registered

Sub-standard
factories have
been closed
down

be as equally vital as the environment. Because
sustainability means people, planet, and profit.
Sustainability is not only about the planet.
“For us, it comes down to a level of bare minimum
survival mode, while the western world still has the
privilege of having bailouts from their privileged
governments. On that consideration, we call upon the
international community to surface with a renewed
pledge to support the workers of Bangladesh, if not
just the businesses,” Huq sadly said.
The most alarming part of the Bangladesh apparel
industry is it does not know how to act during this
Coronavirus pandemic. Some buyers are asking to
hold cutting, some are claiming discounts, some are
not receiving goods even after the goods are sent to
Chattogram port!
It is high time, to have a body to monitor the buyers
and their activities, and whether they are paying
ethically or not. Just like the Accord and Alliance.
There is no regulatory body for buyers. They need
some accountability; at the moment they have no
accountability.
Ultimately, the scenario remains the same. In Rana
Plaza, the workers suffered the most. And today,
the workers are also in dire condition, basic living
is a dream for them. Their luck has not changed
meaningfully. And this is after spending billions of
dollars in remediation, on the Accord, the Alliance,
sustainability, the environment.
Workers are worried about food, about their job,
about their children? The worker. Not the owners, not
the buyer and not the consumer. The worker is the
most vulnerable in the whole supply chain.
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ITET stresses the need
for cost reduction, right
sizing and new product
ranges to survive
ITET looks forward to taking more direct roles to help the industry
revive from the Corona hit realities.
Rahbar Hossain
Bangladesh RMG industry is in the
most vulnerable situation today
under the impact of the Covid-19
pandemic. Already more than
$3.2bn work orders have been
canceled or postponed and more
$3bn work order cancellation is
about to happen. About 30% of
the global apparel demand may
disappear. The export of almost
two quarters may be affected due
to the pandemic. In these realities,
what would be the way out?
Institution of Textile Engineers
and Technologists (ITET), the
largest organization representing
the textile engineers of the
country stressed the importance
of cost-cutting, right sizing and
developing new product ranges
like medical textiles at their
leaders' discussion.
The government is offering
many soft loan packages which
are not enough, according to
the industrialists. Almost all
factories have been laid off till
25 April, now the factories have
started operation on a minimum
scale. Bangladesh Garment
Manufacturers and Exporters
Association (BGMEA) has already
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given its guidelines to the member
factories.
But the workers got stuck in
between the anomaly decision
from the government and the
association. Factories raw
materials stuck at the port. Brands
are looking for up to 50% discount
which is unacceptable for the
factories. Banks are not clearing
the back to back LC payments.
Altogether there are many policy
level loopholes, which had been
come up in a webinar organized
by Institution of Textile Engineers
and Technologists (ITET) on
23 April 2020, where about
20 industrialists and experts
exchanged their views on
‘Impact of Covid-19 on
Bangladesh garments
sector and the future
action’ in two phases
of discussion.

apparel industry in this critical
situation. Mohammad Salim
Reza, Senior Vice-President,
Institution of Textile Engineers and
Technologists (ITET) moderated
the session and Textile Today was
the media partner
of this initiative.
Engr. Md.
Shafiqur
Rahman,
President,
Institution
of Textile
Engineers

The key outcomes of
the discussions will
put forward to the
government by ITET so
that the government can
take the proper decision
regarding the textile and
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“

Before this pandemic,
Bangladesh textile and
apparel industry was in
the vulnerable situation.
Now it is getting worsen.
“It is the time to take
the right decision and
hopefully together we
all will overcome this
critical situation to the
better future.

Figure 1: ITET is looking forward to taking more direct roles to help the RMG industry
revive from the Corona hit realities.

proficient engineers only can
come up with innovative ideas
and solutions to rescue businesses
from a dire situation like this.
On 8 March 2020 first Corona case
was confirmed in Bangladesh and
the country went under general
holiday from 25 March and step
by step it has been extended to 31
May 2020 latest.

Engr. Mozaffar Hossain
Managing Director, Sim Group
and Member of Parliament
and Technologists (ITET) and
Managing Director of HAMS
Group was presiding over the
discussion. Engr. Mozaffar Hossain
MP, Managing Director, Sim Group
and Member of Parliament was the
Chief Guest.
Before this pandemic,
Bangladesh's textile and apparel
industry was in a vulnerable
situation. Now it is getting worsen.
“It is the time to take the right
decision and hopefully together
we all will overcome this critical
situation to the better future,” said
Engr. Mozaffar Hossain, Managing
Director, Sim Group and Member
of Parliament.
Md. Shafiqur Rahman, President,
ITET stressed the possible
important role the textile
engineers can take in this crisis.
The discussants agreed that
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Most of the financial activity also
been stopped due to the situation
demand. Within this time buyers
started to cancel orders which
panicked owner to worker level.
Later some brands assured that
they will receive finished and work
in process goods but asked to stop
all other orders.
“Buyers used to say that they
are the strategic partner of us
(manufacturers) but when the time
comes to take responsibility, they
have overlooked us,” saying Engineer
Md. Shamsuzzaman CIP, Managing
Director, Micro Fibre Group.
“Buyers also asking for discount
up to 50% which is disappointing,”
he added.
In the meantime, the government
announced a Tk 5000 crore loan
package to give workers’ salary on
2% interest under some condition
where alone textile and apparel
industry needs about Tk 4200 crore
for one month's salary.
“Under such conditions and vague
policy 60% factory cannot take

this loan. The government also
take an initiative to give salary
directly to the workers through
mobile banking or bank account
which is not realistic,” Md.
Shamsuzzaman CIP added further.
To solve this problem, the
government can give funds
to the banks and banks will
distribute this fund to the factories
according to their previous
performance and transparency,
a proposal from Engineer Md.
Shamsuzzaman CIP, Managing
Director, Micro Fibre Group.
Amid this pandemic, people will
buy garments for basic needs.

Md. Shafiqur Rahman,
President, ITET
stressed on the
possible important
role the textile
engineers can take in
this crisis situation.
The discussants
agreed that proficient
engineers only
can come up with
innovative ideas and
solutions to rescue the
businesses from a dire
situation like this.
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Mohammad Salim Reza
Senior Vice-President, ITET

Shakhawat Hossain
Talukdar
General Secretary, ITET

According to experts and insiders,
overall garments consumption will
reduce to 30-50% this year. But still,
there is hope, because this year is the
year of survival. So cost minimization
and control is a must now.
Engr. Abdus Sobhan, Managing
Director of Auko-Tex Group said,
“Right now we should look into
improving efficiency, supply chain,
value chain, etc. to survive this
grave situation. Because achieving
lead time is very crucial right now,
otherwise, there is a possibility
of canceling more orders even
migration of orders and buyers.
So, partially we have to keep the
production line open.”
To achieve this, our marketing
guys should learn a more effective
supply chain, he further added.
ATM Mahbubul Alam Chowdhury
Milton, Executive Director of
Masco Group emphasized industry
4.0 revolution to cover the
damage after the pandemic. As
total apparel business is shrinking,
Mahbubul Alam Chowdhury noted
some points for the owners to
mitigate this recession effectright decision making, workforce
management, digital marketing,
efficiency increasing by giving
training to staff and workers, etc.
He also mentioned some points
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to control costs and stressed
on sound supply chain and to
increase investment in online
technologies by reducing from
other sectors.
Bangladesh garments
manufacturing firms have grown
unplanned. There is a huge gap
between demand and supply.
This is happening because of
lacking foresightedness, no proper
market analysis, and financial
analysis. “We always think about
expansion, we never thought
about rightsizing of our industry.
And the overcapacity is now the
burden for all of us,” said Saiful
Islam Khan, Managing Director,
Essential Clothing Ltd.
“In this crisis moment
manufacturers can take advantage
of the EDF LC. Banks should
extend the timeframe up to 1 year
of EDF LC,” he added.
Many suppliers are supplying raw
materials against back to back
LC. According to the industry
insiders, thousands of documents
are pending that banks are not
receiving to avoid the liability
that causes huge suffering for the
suppliers. Banks are also saying
that they do not have enough
liquidity and they are in fear of
bankruptcy. The government can
give a smart package in low interest
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Engr. Md. Shamsuzzaman CIP
Managing Director
Micro Fibre Group

“

Right now we should
look into in improving
efficiency, supply
chain, value chain etc.
to survive this gravely
situation. Because
achieving lead time is
very crucial right now,
otherwise there is a
possibility of cancelling
more orders even
migration of orders and
buyers. So, partially we
have to keep production
line open.

Engr. Abdus Sobhan
Managing Director
Auko-Tex Group
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ATM Mahbubul Alam
Chowdhury Milton
Executive Director
Masco Group

for back to back LC, they opined.
Many buyers refused to pay
against the master LC. Thus,
factory owners are in huge crisis
as they have to pay their workers
and staff. “Bangladesh government
should protect the master LC
by law and discussion between
government to government level
can also solve this problem,” said
Tareq Amin, Founder & CEO,
Textile Today.
He also emphasized the rightsizing
of the industry to reduce risk and
ensure business sustainability.
Before the pandemic, western
countries were promoting reshoring (which also can be
termed as anti-globalization) and
now they have a better reason
to do so. Already the garments
manufacturing firms of the UK
are getting a significant amount
of orders which indicates the reshoring trend.
“Geographically Bangladesh is far
from the raw materials sourcing
hub and the market also. So
modular value chain can be a good
solution and we should work on
the major changes,” Tareq Amin
added further.
The industry is in the hour of
transformation, all are realizing
that. Textile Today already has
taken a project for ‘Setting
Transformation Blueprint’ for the
textile and apparel industry. Under
this project 100 Transformation
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Syed Mohammad Ismail

Saiful Islam Khan

Head of Business Development
Archroma (Bangladesh) Ltd.

Managing Director
Essential Clothing Ltd.

support the textile engineers
who will lose their job during this
vulnerable situation.

Team will work in the industry
(more than 10 factories
already joined this initiative) to
develop the practically tested
transformation model.
The world has already seen the
crisis of medical protective gear.
It is considering an opportunity
for Bangladesh, but raw materials
are the main factor here again. To
produce the protective gears many
types of chemicals are needed. To
ensure uninterrupted supply there are
need for a bonded warehouse facility
which is not allowed in Bangladesh.
“Bangladesh is already 90 days
behind in supply chain for its poor
infrastructures and the location.
If the government gives us the
facility of bonded warehousing
like other countries, we can save
huge time in the supply chain,”
Syed Ismail, Head of Marketing and
Business Development at Archroma
(Bangladesh) Ltd. emphasized.
We have already embraced a new
way of life, doing a meeting online,
most of the people working from
home and we should increase this
kind of digital application in future
also to save time and money, he
further added.
Engr. Masudur Rahman, Ex ITET
President and newly elected
Chairman of Textile Engineering
Division, The Institution of
Engineers, Bangladesh (IEB) and
Shakhawat Hossain Talukdar,
General Secretary, ITET have given
their commitments about giving

Engr. Shafiqur Rahman, President,
Institution of Textile Engineers and
Technologists (ITET) and Managing
Director of HAMS Group concluded
the view exchanging discussion by
giving thanks to all panelists.
In a nutshell, this is the situation
which is unknown for all. But the
policy, strategy and action should
be precise. The government should
take the major responsibility to
protect the industry, factories should
care for its workers and employees
and buyers should act as the
strategic partner like always they say.

“Bangladesh
government should
protect the master LC
by law and discussion
between government
to government level
can also solve this
problem,”

Tareq Amin
Founder & CEO
Textile Today
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B u s i n e s s To o l s

Cost accounting tools can help
to sustain the RMG industry
Abbas Malik FCMA, CEO, Patriot Group
Financial accounting, cost
accounting and management
accounting are three principal
branches of accounting. In the
context of our business field,
we mostly do practice financial
accounting that are being used
in recording and reporting. Cost
accounting is being used in small
scale and management accounting
is still out of the curriculum.
Though, aforesaid branches are
the most important tools for each
successful business. Its importance
is not less than machine tools.
Even it works more than that if we
can use it properly.

priority topic to all of us. What
does it do? The answer is very
simple, it makes readymade
garments as customize designed
products and exports it into a
particular destination according
to importer’s demand. Marketing
is the first step of this business
and its advanced part is to quote
the pricing of specific products.
No doubt a marketer should
have been in-depth knowledge
to make the standard pricing. In
this situation, cost accounting can
be used as a tool for quoting a
product price. A specimen is given
below for easy understanding:

We would like to discuss more
on readymade garments (RMG)
industry because it is now a top

Our focus point is to discuss on
incidental risk costs, which have
been included in the costing.

Particulars

Quantity

Unit

Rate

Amount in US $

Fabrics

17500

Yrds

1.2

21,000.00

Accessories and Trims

10000

Pcs

0.5

5,000.00

Direct Materials

Direct Expenses

5,000.00

Incidental risks in RMG may occur
for the reason of late shipment,
short shipment, empty works,
cancellation of orders, sale on
discount prices, etc. The company
paid the costs when it is incurred.
Generally, the cost is paid from the
account of incidental risks fund.
When it is over the budget then
the company sacrifices its profits.
In reality, maximum companies
do not follow the proper costing
method. Even they don’t record
business transactions according
to accounting standards. As a
result, most of the companies
face the problem. Whereas they
would have been managed such
costs if it could consider at the
beginning of the business. A forty
(40) million turnover
company can create
Per unit
$0.40 Million each
year against the
2.10
account of incidental
risks fund. It is equal
to BD Tk. 3.50 crore
0.50
approximates annually.
Perhaps it doesn’t
do expense full if
the occurrences are
incurred at a minimum
level.

Printing Costs

10,000

Pcs

0.05

500.00

Embroidery Costs

10,000

Pcs

0.10

1,000.00

Washing and Dyeing Costs

10,000

Pcs

0.25

2,500.00

Test and Inspection Charges

10,000

Pcs

0.05

500.00

Other Expenses

10,000

Pcs

0.05

500.00

Direct Labour Expenses

200,000

SMV

0.06

12,000.00

1.20

Factory Overhead Expeses

10,000

Pcs

0.30

3,000.00

0.30

Office & Administrative Expenses

10.000

Pcs

0.10

1,000.00

0.10

Commercial Expenses

10.000

Pcs

0.

1,000.00

0.10

Finance Costs @ 3% on CGS

48,000.00

1,440.00

0.14

Incidental Risk @ 1% on CGS

48,000.00

480.00

0.05

Costs of Goods Sold

49,920.00

4.99

Tax at sources @ 0.60% on Sales

335.03

0.03

Buying house commission @ 5%
on Sales

2,791.95

0.28

Total Costs of Sales

53,046.98

5.30

2,791.95

0.28

55,838.93

5.58

Sales discount @ 0% on Sales

Add : Profit @ 5% on Sales
Gross Sales Prices
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Later on, the
accumulated reserve
builds a big fund. In
the crisis, a company
can manage its
business by using
the said fund nicely.
Finally, we learned
from this pandemic
that the business has
to run systematically.
Therefore, we can
expect every seller
will use a costing tool
in the future for its
sustainability.
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Functional Fashion

APS Group develops
antiviral and water repellent
knit fabric to fight COVID-19
Rahbar Hossain
APS Group has developed an
antiviral and anti-bacterial knit
fabric that is considering a
groundbreaking development
for the whole world in this dire
situation and also the developers
can give an edge to the functional
fashion industry.
Though peoples are coping up
with the new-normal life, they are
looking for more safeguards in
regular life. This new development
of APS Group can keep someone
safe with fashion. Because of this
special fabric, all kinds of cottonbased garments can be made, the
company official said.
The company already developed
a two-layered face-mask with
this specially treated fabric.
The specialty of this mask is
the top layer has antiviral and
anti-bacterial as well as water
repellency properties (95-99%).
Therefore, any water droplet
cannot penetrate the top layer
and the virus or bacteria get killed
within a moment. The inner layer
only has the water repellency
property so that no droplets
cannot go out after sneezing or
during the conversation. That
means the person in front of you
is safe also you are! This mask is
washable up to 20 times.
Swiss company HeiQ is
the technology partner of
this initiative. It is a unique
combination of advanced silver
and fatty spherical vesicle
technologies. The silver delivers
antiviral and antibacterial effect by
attracting the oppositely charged
viruses and binding permanently
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Figure: APS Group has developed an antiviral and anti-bacterial knit fabric.

to their sulfur groups, while
the vesicle works as a booster
that helps to deplete the viral
membrane in seconds, thereby
destroying the virus.
This technology has gone through
extensive Good Laboratory
Practice (GLP) tests on the
antiviral efficacy against a broad
set of viruses, including the human
coronavirus 229E. The tests have
been performed by accredited
Microbiotest (A division of
Microbac Laboratories), USA.
The new technology has been
tested against the coronavirus 229E
in face mask testing and achieved a
virus reduction of over 99.9%.
“Already we have applied for FDA
and CE certification, hopefully, we
will get the result within 7-10 days,”
saying Hasib Uddin, Chairman of
APS Group who is mainly leading
this groundbreaking project.
“We have previous experience
which encouraged us to do such
development,” he further added.
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Right now, another global big
issue is dumping of the synthetic
protective gear using for medical
purposes or personally. In this
context, fabric developed by APS
is easy dumping thus environment
also will be saved.
Already many USA and EU buyers
have shown their interest in the
company. Hasib Uddin said that
initially they are targeting the
European market and with their
existing facility they can produce
15k-20k masks daily but it will be
increased.
In collaboration with Zaber and
Zubair (ZnZ) Fabrics Limited and
APS Group have developed this
antiviral and anti-bacterial knit fabric.
Zaber and Zubair (ZnZ) Fabrics
Limited also launched a specially
treated woven fabric on 14 May
2020 at their Dhaka office namely
‘Corona Block Fabric’ to fight
COVID-19.
(For further technical clarifications
mail to hasib@aps-group.org)
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Protective Clothing

Beximco exports 6.5 million PPE to USA to
fight against COVID-19
A new PPE Industrial Park is being rapidly set up only 10 minutes away from Beximco Industrial Park
Staff Correspondent
Bangladesh’s leading business
giant, Beximco Group has
achieved a new milestone by
exporting 6.5 million Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE) gowns
to US brand Hanes for eventual
delivery to the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA).
US Ambassador to Bangladesh
Earl R Miller says this is the first
major shipment of PPE into the
United States.

R Miller added, “The US welcomes
Bangladesh’s world-class, largescale PPE production in the global
marketplace," said Miller.
Syed Naved Husain, CEO and
Group Director, Beximco said,
“As the global transmission of
COVID-19 has reached into a
pandemic, it has become clear that
there will be a frantic need of PPE
to keep medical professionals and
the general public safe.”

Beximco has also established a
strategic partnership with Chicago
based Geste Designs and are examining
the feasibility to jointly invest and
establish a PPE manufacturing Hub
in Detroit with support of the state of
Michigan, and the city.

BGMEA threatens to blacklist retailers with dues
Sayed Abdullah
In the prolonged COVID-19
outbreak some buyers and brands
have not maintained their promise
with Bangladesh’s garment
manufacturers. And turned away
from paying their dues.
In light of this situation,
Bangladesh Garment
Manufacturers and Exporters
Association (BGMEA),
and Bangladesh Knitwear
Manufacturers and Exporters
Association (BKMEA) have
threatened to blacklist British
brands for not paying dues to
suppliers. BGMEA sent a letter in
this regard and warned to settle
dues by May 29.
BGMEA President Rubana Huq
said Peacock, Jaeger, Bonmarche
& Ponden Home and British
billionaire Philip Day, owner of
England's Carlisle-based retailer
Edinburgh Woolen Mill Limited
(EWM), will be blacklisted on
charge of keeping payment due
and inhuman in this pandemic.
BGMEA has taken a strong stance
in this matter in the interest
and survival of its members,
stakeholders, the international
image of the apparel industry, and
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more prominently, compliance
with local laws and foreign
exchange restrictions.
The letter pointed out that in
the advent of COVID-19, it has
caused global economies to drop
into recession and as a result,
unsettling and affecting all forms
of supply chain and distribution.
"We realize and acknowledge that
everyone is affected by COVID-19
and therefore believe this is a
time for all of us to unite and
support each of our interests. It
has unfortunately come to our
attention that certain buyers are
taking undue advantage of the
COVID-19 situation and demanding
unreasonable discounts, despite
pre COVID-19 contracts and
continued business activity, which
are not only impossible to grant by
our members, but also in violation
of local laws and internationally
acceptable standards," the
associations said.
"We are never going to go for a
confrontational relationship with
anyone. And we have always been
strategic," the BGMEA president said.
"For example, many buyers have not

paid us but we have had their offices
chasing us about salary and bonuses
and whether those have been paid.
This is not fair. So, we have to step
up and take a stand and ensure
that our terms of engagement with
our buyers change for the better
and that we end up with a more
sustainable relationship with them,”
Rubana Huq added.
Until the dues in this regard are
settled and agreed, BGMEA will
not issue any new Utilization
Declarations to its members
for any order of EWM, which
includes all its affiliates and
associates. Similarly, BEPZA may
also withhold issuance of Export
Processing, Huq said in the letter.
A copy of the letter has been
sent to the Bangladesh High
Commission in London, Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, Bangladesh
Export Processing Zones Authority
(BEPZA), Ministry of Commerce,
Bangladesh Bank and Bangladesh
Investment Development Authority,
where EWM/Peacock and/or its
affiliates are registered as a liaison
office, the British High Commission
in Dhak, and other concerned
ministries or departments.
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ZnZ launches ‘Corona Block Fabric’ to fight COVID-19
Special Correspondent
Finally, Zaber and Zubair (ZnZ)
Fabrics Limited has launched its
anti-Coronavirus fabrics at a press
conference at its Dhaka office on
14 May.
With the technical support of
two Swedish companies, ZnZ
developed this special fabric and it
took more than two months.
The treatment of the fabric had
been tested and validated under

test norm ISO 18184 and had
regulatory coverage.
The fabric has been registered
with different compliance bodies
of the United States (US) and
the European Union (EU), the
company officials said.
“We have started sending the
fabrics to our buyers in the US and
the EU from the first week of this
month and received good response
from more than 100 buyers as
of today,” said Anol Rayhan, the
Senior Brand Manager of ZnZ.
That is indicating Bangladesh
has an enormous opportunity in
other untapped markets which is
opening by this groundbreaking
innovation by ZnZ.

Figure: The fabric has been registered with
different compliance bodies of the United
States (US) and the European Union (EU).

“We hope at least 2000 of
readymade garment factories in
Bangladesh which are affected
due to the corona-impact will be

able to revive their businesses with
this new fabric as the world need
this solution,” said Anol Rayhan.
The fabric can be used to make
personal protective equipment,
masks and woven shirts.
Raashid Asraf Khan, Chief
Marketing Officer of ZnZ
commented that they are now
producing this fabric by cotton
yarn, polyester and viscose. But
this is also possible to produce knit
fabric in the same manner.
The fabrics are protected from all
kinds of viruses and bacteria; wash
durable, soft and breathable in
100% cotton and blends, and safe
to the skin.
The microbes are blocked instantly
and will be killed within 120
seconds, and with an assurance
that it works 99.9%.

Silver Line Group: Proper safety
measures taken to fight covid 19
Rakibul Islam
Silver Line Group has taken all
kinds of safety measures to fight
against Coronavirus in its offices
and factories. Every garment and
textile worker in Silver Line Group
factory in Gazipur is wearing
masks and washing their hands
before entering the factories.
Also, Silver Line Group has set
up a disinfection booth to ensure
safety for the workers, said Helal
Mohammed Nuri, CEO of Silver
Line Group.
Also, there are thermal scanners
(for measuring temperature),
available masks, hand wash and
sanitizers for workers to curb the
spread of the virus in garment and
textile factories.
To grow awareness in the workers
Silver Line Group has created a
14 team members task force who
are running awareness campaigns
58

the factory. We are checking their
temperature, asking them to wash
hands thoroughly and providing
them with masks,” said Major Md.
Zahedur Rahman, Senior GM of
Administration and Operation.

Figure: Silver Line Group has taken all
kinds of safety measures to fight against
Coronavirus in Silver Line Group Offices
and Factories.

through hourly announcements,
distributing leaflets, by setting up
awareness banners in every corner
of the factory and holding weekly
health meetings with workers.
Every vehicle entering Silver Line
Group premises is disinfected by
trained workers and guards.
“All safety measures are being
taken during the workers’ entry to

“As a factory that has customers
like H & M, Walmart, JC Penney,
Zaara, TCP ETC, we have started
this practice since the very
beginning of January, when the
coronavirus outbreak began in
China,” said Umrao Sher Singh
Uppal, Chief Marketing Officer of
Silver Line Group.
“As an apparel factory is a highly
labor-concentrated workplace,
we want to ensure that everyone
is safe in our factory,” he said,
adding, “The coronavirus
pandemic that is sweeping
throughout the world is having a
drastic effect on everyone’s lives.
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Dysin Group offers COVID-19 PPE testing
Rahbar Hossain
Testing and Calibration
Laboratory of Dysin Group,
which is accredited for ISO/IEC
17025:2005, has been enlisted
by the Directorate General of
Drug Administration (DGDA) for
testing of personal protective
equipment (PPE) products related
to COVID-19.
The whole world is in the scarcity
of PPE, many orders of PPE
are roaming in the market. But
manufacturers cannot approach
for lacking sample testing and
quality testing facility. In this
regard, now Dysin Group, country’s
largest dyestuff and chemicals
supplier and technical service
provider, can help the Bangladeshi
manufacturers.
“We are also glad to convey our
support to the industry, that

by leveraging our expertise in
chemical manufacturing, we have
launched highly effective, low-cost
disinfectants and cleaning agents
under D-Care brand, which is a
subsidiary of Dysin Group,” said
Md. Amanur Rahman, Managing
Director, Dysin International Ltd.

months. Such activities include the
donation of hand sanitizers and
floor cleaners to hospitals, armed
forces, law enforcement agencies,
and other support organizations.
They are also running a food aid
program for the needy people of
the country.

“We are also pleased to extend
our support to provide necessary
training, guidance, insights on
the proper use of disinfectants,
sanitizers, PPE, and quality
requirements of PPE products to
our valued customers and their
employees,” he added.

“We have only one intention in this
endeavor: We want to serve our
nation and dedicate ourselves to
save the people of our nation. We
request your continued support
and cooperation,” Md. Amanur
Rahman added further.

As a part of ongoing support
to the nation, especially in this
critical juncture of the century, to
fight COVID-19 pandemic, Dysin
Group has been involved in various
CSR activities for the past two

Mail to Dysin Group customer care
team for any query- testinglab@
dysin.com

Norsel Textilmaschinen AG
NORSEL AG, Switzerland

Reduce the number of human error caused of hand writing on grey fabric.
Saving fabric wastage by decreasing of marking size.
No more re-working because of lost information on the fabrics.
No mix up of fabric roll and easy sorting.
Full control of fabric inventory.
Track and trace fabric roll through all textile process.

www.norsel.com
BD hotline: +8801760385555

Brands & Retailers

Initiatives taken by different brands
during the COVID-19 pandemic
Pranto Dey
Bangladesh, the second-largest
exporter of textile goods in the
world after China, is heavily
dependent on different buyers
of America and Europe. In 2020,
the world economy is facing a
severe downturn due to COVID-19
pandemic.
Many big brands have canceled
their orders from BD garment
factories from the beginning of
March. According to BGMEA, 1150
garment factories lost 98 million
pieces of garment orders worth
US$3.20 billion.
However, some buyers are trying
their best to help the suppliers
to overcome this pandemic
whereas most of them are showing
unethical buying practices
demanding discounts or canceling
orders.
Let’s have an overview on
different initiatives taken by some
renowned buyers:
H&M
Swedish retail giant H&M is the
largest importer of RMG products
of Bangladesh. Every year it
buys around $3 Billion worth
of garments from the country.
H&M has put a temporary pause
on placing new orders from
Bangladesh. But it has assured
its suppliers of taking shipments
of goods that have already been
manufactured. It also assured to
pay the wages of workers affected
by the cancellations of orders.
C&A
The German-Belgium-Dutch brand
has also canceled their orders
from March 2020. They are yet to
pay the workers’ salaries also. But
C&A Bangladesh has assured that
it will pay all their dues in time
and promised to overcome the
situation by proper communication
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Figure 1: Orders ready for shipment to Debenhams in a factory of Bangladesh.

with the suppliers.

and almost 160000 workers in
Bangladesh.

Lindex
The Swedish retailer company’s
approach towards Bangladeshi
suppliers were always worth of
appreciation. They ran different
overtime projects with its 13
suppliers across the country. These
included ensuring clean drinking
water, access to proper toilets for
a large amount of people.
They also took different initiatives
for the empowerment of women
workers including their education,
health care, hygiene, etc. During
the time of pandemic, they are
also running these projects and
have promised to pay for the
goods that have already been
manufactured by its suppliers.
Debenhams
The brand used to purchase
more than $120million worth
of high-end garments from 40
manufacturers in Bangladesh.
Debenhams has now demanded
a mindboggling discount 90%
leaving its Bangladeshi suppliers
high and dry. The brand currently
owes $66 million to its vendors
in Bangladesh. Such kind of
absurd behavior of the brand has
impacted around 34 factories

Marks & Spencer
M&S Bangladesh has paid off 95%
of its orders. It has also offered
vendor finance (such as deferred
loans) and letters of credit to
its suppliers. M&S Bangladesh
was also the first company to
initiate the production of locally
made PPEs for the country’s
health workers. The brand, in
collaboration with the BUET
alumni association produced and
distributed around 4 lacs PPEs for
the doctors and nurses fighting
the pandemic in March 2020.
As we can see, although few
renown brands like H&M, Primark,
M&S, etc. are trying their best
to help the RMG sector of our
country for thriving this pandemic,
most brands like Debenhams aren’t
performing their ethical duties. As
a result, millions of workers and
suppliers are facing a devastating
situation. If all brands start acting
like a good friend in need of
Bangladesh as a whole, only then
we’ll be able to overcome this
dark time. The buyers should show
proper empathy and understand
the manufacturers’ pains!
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Bangladesh to
manufacture KN95
mask with half of its
importing price

Unveiling industry best practices

Circular knitted mask
innovation to protect
against COVID-19

May 2020
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PL-TS3B High Speed Single Jersey 4 tracks circular

Knitting Machine

Knitting & Knitwear

Bangladesh has a huge chance to
expand its presence
in the global sportswear market

PL-TS3B High Speed Single Jersey 4 tracks circular

Knitting Machine

-A Mass Production Must-Have
Highly efficient. Speed factor 28G-(1100~1200)
Outstanding mechanism.
Without sacrificing quality.
Handy operation.
Best price–performance ratio in investment.
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Bangladesh has a huge
chance to expand its
presence in the global
sportswear market
Abir Basak
Sports has been a favorable activity for humankind
since ancient times. In modern world frenzy
sports competitions like football, Olympics, rugby,
basketball, cricket, etc. have created a huge
sportswear market. Leading sportswear brands
have been in strong R&D to develop the suitable
and comfortable products for athletes and general
consumers who love to wear sportswear in this multibillion global market.
As sportswear fulfills intense activities it needs
specialized varieties of materials, like cotton, tencel,
bamboo, polyester, calico, spandex, x-static, wool,
etc. fibers are used but synthetic fabrics are mostly
considered to be the best choice as they can provide
a good combination of functional properties.
Reasons behind the growing demand
Health consciousness is growing at a rapid speed,
giving rise to health awareness, healthier lifestyles,
and adoption of fitness activities including running,
swimming, aerobics and yoga among consumers.
The participation of women in sports and fitness
activities works as a fuel to boost the global sports
market. Also, eye-catching advertisements and
celebrity endorsement have helped the sports
industry to pave its way toward growth. At the
same time, people are wearing sportswear as casual
dresses at home or office and sports lovers wearing
to show their support to their beloved sports.
Key players
Adidas, Nike, Puma, Under Armour known as "Big
Four" are the largest athletic retailers while New
Balance, Reebok, Hummel, Skechers, Dicks, Converse,
Fila, Lululemon, Columbia, ASICS, Lotto, Decathlon,
The North Face, etc. are going ahead strongly.
Sportswear products
Jersey, trouser, sneakers, sweatshirts, jacket, coat,
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Figure 1: The global sportswear market is booming.

hoodie, jogger, shorts, sports bra, leggings, etc. items
are globally most used items. Factories produce
three types of jerseys such as player jerseys, fan
jerseys and country jerseys.
Due to heavy requirement, jerseys, shorts and
footwears are produced more and its demand reach
at skyscraper during international sports competition
like FIFA, ICC world cup, La Liga, Copa America,
Olympic Games, Wimbledon, etc.
Fashion trends
The taste, style or choosing powers of youths are
changed in every season. Sneakers, sweatshirts and
tracksuits are the most hyped products in men’s
fashion. Following trends can create a vast appetite
for sportswear lover in upcoming sports fashion—
Leggings
Leggings that sculpt the body the most wanted
workout bottom for woman consumers. Printed soft
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Global market value and top business hub for
athletic wear
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Shorts

Sports bra

Leggings

leggings have officially emerged as the uniform of
choice for the sequestered, increased 392% over the
last three months.

The fastest-growing regional market is Europe
due to an ongoing change in the fashion trends,
rapid purchase through e-commerce. According
to Statista, the global sports and fitness clothing
market generated around $167.1 billion in revenue in
2018, $181 billion in 2019 and is expected to hit $248.1
billion by 2026, registering a CAGR of 5.1% from 2019
to 2026. China, America, central & eastern Europe
are prime markets.
Euromonitor says that the Asia-Pacific region is
expected to be the fastest-growing region, with
a CAGR of 6.9% over the forecast period. North
America currently dominates the market, accounted
for over 30% of the market share and the size of
the market in the US is estimated at US$ 62 billion
and is expected to grow at a CAGR of 3.1% over the
next five years. Latin America is known as 'divine of
football' did tremendous performance since the last
three fiscal years, growing at CAGR of around 4%.

Sustainable style
Now shoppers are choosing and searching ecofriendly options when heading to the gym; up 151%
compared to the previous year. More than 23 billion
pairs of sneakers are made every year, over 300
million pairs are thrown out annually and on average,
it takes 30-40 years for a pair to fully decompose
in a landfill. Keeping in mind, some brands make
recycled footwears. Nike, Adidas have started using
recycled leather, plastic, and Reebok announced a
running sneaker made from plant-derived, rather
than petroleum-based materials. Cactus leaves made
leather athletic products are getting popularity recently.
Print
2019 sportswear fashion trends included animal
prints such as leopard, snakeskin and zebra stripes
are seen at sportswear brands such as Varley. The
animal print is expected to stay for a while.
Bright tangerine and tie-dye
A tangerine hit is a sure-fire way to brighten up
sportswear and reflects the positive vibes of summer.
The modern tie-dye trend offers beach vibe, yoga,
sunset surfs, or bonfire nights.
Bye gloom, hello bloom

$248.10

$78

2016

$167.10

$181

2018

2019

$110

2017

2026

Figure 2: Global value of sportswear markets in USD billion
(Source: Statista).

Market overview of brands
Nike is one of the most prominent producers in this
sector being ranked first. However, Nike’s brand value
has historically been significantly higher than its
closest competitor, Adidas, Puma, and Under Armour.
Nike has grabbed strongly world's 41% market share,
revenue was €31.35 billion in 2018 whereas Adidas,
Puma, Under Armour have 22%, 10%, 9% market
share and earned €21.92 billion, €4.65 billion, €4.58
billion revenue in 2018 respectively. Nike's 45% and 18%
sales are coming respectively from North America and
Western Europe zone while Adidas's 29% and 21% sales
from North America and Western Europe.

Mesh

Adidas has been a major sponsor of the FIFA World
Cup since 1970, supplying match balls, referee
uniforms and kits for the tournament. This brandsponsored 12 teams in the last football tournament
held in Russia while 10, 4, 2, 1 teams were from Nike,
Puma, New Balance, Hummel respectively.

Varley, Reebok and Under Armor evolves sweatshirts,
leggings through slouchy proportions and mesh
inserts ensuring breathability and relaxation and
keep cool during the toughest workout in summer.

In 2016, Adidas produced around 360 million pairs
of shoes, which were sold under brand names such
as Adidas, Reebok and TaylorMade. Global experts
say, sporting events around the world have been

Vivid flowers were spotted blooming along the SS20
catwalks. This flower print embodies the spirit of
growth for the spring/summer season.
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DISPOSABLE MEDICAL PPE
LET SGS BE YOUR GUIDE IN NAVIGATING
THE WORLD OF MEDICAL PPE REGULATIONS

FUNCTIONAL WEAR SERIES – PROTECTION TEXTILE
THE FIRST LINE OF DEFENCE AGAINST HARMFUL EXPOSURE

No matter if you are a manufacturer or retailer for medical masks, gowns or gloves. Testing is important to
ensure their safety and usability. Our global medical PPE technical committee with members from all around
the world, like the US, Finland, China and UK. Will help you that global requirements won’t be an obstacle to
you.
Your market leader in sustainable business support, brings you solutions for Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) Testing, Inspection, Veriﬁcation and Certiﬁcation. SGS is the leading approved PPE testing laboratory by
Directorate General of Drug Administration (DGDA) BD for local regulation, among the Testing, Inspection
and Certiﬁcation (TIC) industry in Bangladesh.
TESTING , INSPECTION, VERIFICATION and CERTIFICATION service we are oﬀering for
N95 Mask and KN95
Mask

Surgical Mask

Isolation Gown, with
elastic wrists

Isolation Gown - Fluid Resistant,
with elastic wrists

SGS IS THE WORLD’S LEADING INSPECTION, VERIFICATION, TESTING AND CERTIFICATION COMPANY.
Established in 1878... More than 94,000 employees globally... More than 2600 offices around the world.
CONTACT US:

SGS BANGLADESH LTD
CORPORATE OFFICE: 2nd, 6th -10th, 13th Floor, Noor Tower; 110, Bir Uttam C R Datta Road, Dhaka 1205
t: + 88 02 967 6500;m: +880 1755 607 022; e: lab.bangladesh@sgs.com.
GULSHAN OFFICE: House 37, Road 24, Gulshan- 1,Dhaka- 1212
t: +88 02 986 2740; e: sgs.bangladesh@sgs.com.
CHITTAGONG OFFICE: IIUC Tower, 7th and 11th Floor, Plot 9, SK. Mujib Road, Agrabad, Chittagong- 4100.
t: +88 031 715 037, 715 074, 715 082; e: lab.chittagong@sgs.com.
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pcs jerseys for Hummel buyer and discussion is
running for 1.5 lakh pcs sports item order worth at
$1 million for Tottenham supporters,” said Mahadi
Hasan, Assistant Merchandise Manager of Alim Knit
BD Ltd (Mondol Group).
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Figure 3: Financial graph of renowned sportswear brands in 2018
in €billion (Source: Statista)

canceled due to the COVID-19 virus's spread, it will
affect on the upcoming Olympic Games in Japan and
Euro 2020 soccer championship.
Local manufacturers are getting tons of opportunities
Bangladesh is a major hotspot for outsourcing sports
attire along with woven and knit. For 30 years, the
country's factories have been making millions of
dollars’ worth of sportswear. Quality and cheaper
rate of such local apparels attract the buyers most.
Sportswear brands Puma and Adidas are engaged
in Bangladesh. Hummel, Decathlon, Fila, Columbia
sportswear, Under Armour are also buying from Bangladesh.
According to EPB, in 2018, sportswear export value
was 10% of total export value US$ 32.92 billion.
Not only jersey, Bangladesh has been supplying
various types of high-end functional sports and
activewear for different renowned football, cricket,
badminton, golf clubs in the USA, EU and other countries.
According to BGMEA, Bangladesh has exported
about $100 million worth of goods at the 2018 World
Cup Football. Earlier, export was nearly $70 million in
the 2014 World Cup. China will host the 2022 Winter
Olympic Games and its government is aiming to
establish US$ 814 billion sports industry by 2025.
Sportswear business is an international mega
tournament-based mainly. 4X more profit are
generated during this period. There's no month
in the calendar where any sporting event has not
been scheduled. As the next football world cup
will be held in Qatar in 2022, so industry leaders
are expecting the Middle East will turn into a new
business golden hub. And ICC Cricket World Cup
India 2023 will also create an opportunity to create a
business in sub-continental countries especially.
“It is a matter of great joy and pride for Bangladesh
that the jerseys and kits manufactured for the
World Cup Football every time which had 'Made
in Bangladesh' tags. Although Bangladesh can't
participate in the tournament yet, footballers and
fans wear our symbolic name.
Recently Mondol Group has exported 20 thousand
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Local garment makers are coming ahead with
fresh investment to set up new sportswear plants
considering its immense growth. Envoy Group has
already invested Tk 500 crore in Gazipur on 50
bighas of land to produce specialized garment items,
including sportswear, wind jackets, swimwear. DBL
Group, Youngone Group, Viyellatex Group, Epyllion Group,
Windy Group, AJI Group, Mondol Group & hundreds of
millers are passing busy time to grab the market.
German leading sports brand Puma entered
Bangladesh with its first flagship store in 2019
holding hands by the DBL group. Decathlon has one
outlet in the capital. Industry insiders say, foreign
brands should open more outlets in Bangladesh
because of the increasing national income of local
citizens, whereas neighboring country India has a
lot of stores. Besides local fashion brands will have
an opportunity to upgrade their quality and product
sense so that they can open shops outside of Bangladesh.
“Women are the biggest growth opportunity
for Adidas. Despite the outbreak of coronavirus,
Adidas orders have not been affected still now in
the country. Adidas purchases 60 lakh pcs sports
attire items worth at $40-$42 million annually from
Bangladesh. This value could be more if the country
improves the poor backward linkage of this sector,”
said Mahamudul Hassan Chowdhury Tushar, Assistant
Merchandise Manager of Adidas Bangladesh.
Need some initiatives
Quality of marketing and goods are the key driver of
growth. Advanced technology with proper technical
skills can make an effective story-telling industry.
Sector's positive branding can give extra mileage.
We have to improve product innovation and design.
There are huge textile mills in Bangladesh who are
making various types of woven and knit fabrics.
But they are lagged due to insufficient synthetic
thread supply. According to BTMA, there are only

Others
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Figure 4: Global market share % of sportswear brands (Source: Forbes).
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425 spinning mills in Bangladesh, but 5-6 spinners
can produce synthetic yarn. As a result, they need to
import synthetic yarns & fabrics, especially from China.
Spinners are experts on mostly cotton and cotton
blended items. Concern persons should set up more
manmade yarns and fabric mills to fill this scarcity
by using existing set up of the latest machines and
manpower with proper training. It will help the
industry to maintain lead time & cost. Authority
should also increase port efficiency.
Although Bangladesh is the second-largest garment
exporter worldwide after China, it has little presence
in the global sportswear market while China and
Vietnam are currently dominating. Bangladesh is
moving ahead fast to catch its dream target $50
Billion by 2021, where it stands now far behind
with $35 Billion. Experts say that the Bangladesh
government should take a project in hand where only

$100

$70

2014

2018

Figure 5: Value of sportswear in football world cup made by
Bangladesh in US$ million (Source: BGMEA and The Daily Star).

specialized sports products making zone will be built to
boost its growth. The combined efforts of all including
government, BGMEA, BKMEA can turn the buyer's
attention to Bangladesh in the sportswear sector more.

NgaiShing and aamra resource develop ‘highly
efficient face protecting mask producing machine’
Desk Report
The world is facing multiple tough challenges in the
COVID-19 pandemic. Globally the need for protecting
individuals from Coronavirus is the biggest challenge.
In this crisis moment, medical equipment like face
mask is making a difference in saving people from
getting infected.
NgaiShing Development Limited has come up with
face protecting mask with NgaiShing automatic
melt-blown fabric cutting and winding machine (NS1160-1800). aamra resource limited and NgaiShing
Development Limited jointly had been working hard
on R&D for one month.
Ngai Shing Development Limited is a company
specialized in garment machinery manufacturing, its
original name is Ngai Shing Engineering Manufactory,
which was founded in 1954. Its distribution networks
and service partners cover more than 40 countries
over the world. The headquarters is in Hong Kong
and manufacturing plant is located in Shenzhen
China with a production plant of 40,000 square
meters and employees of over 600.
Ngai Shing Development Limited devotes itself to
the research and production of garment machines
and concentrate its attention on the development
of the garment industry. In this global crisis, it has
put its step ahead for extending support through its
specialized R&D.
On the other hand, the purpose of aamra resources
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Figure: NgaiShing Development Limited has come up with face
protecting mask with NgaiShing automatic melt-blown fabric
cutting and winding machine (NS-1160-1800).

limited (ARL) is to continuously add value by
offering technology solutions in just about every
textiles segment. For close to three decades (since
1987), aamra resources limited (ARL) has been at the
service of Bangladesh’s Textile and Apparel industry.
After a successful R&D together, they have
introduced a brand new highly efficient face
protecting mask producing machine with an
automatic fold face mask production line to
automatic flat production line and the packaging
machine. The whole process is done automatically.
If someone wants to know further information
and sales details, he/she can contact Tasriqul Alam
Sohel, DGM, AppTech Division through the phone
(+8801713064516) or email: tasriqul.alam@aamra.com.bd.
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customers and we cannot manage
time for such activity and that’s
why we choose this lockdown
time. We have used all online
means for those training and this
was also great learning for all of
us to be habituated with online
activity.
Expectedly feedback from
customers are tremendous. Most
of them said they have utilized
their time with us effectively and
efficiently.

H N Ashiqur Rahman,
Country Head of Brother (Bangladesh)

Brother initiates ‘1 Line
Assessment’ project to
build the post-COVID-19
apparel industry capacity

It is a great achievement for us in
this critical situation I should say.
We have also developed some
troubleshooting audiovisual (AV)
which we have shared with all.

Rahbar Hossain
Among the export-oriented
industries, the apparel industry
hit hard all over the world due
to the Coronavirus pandemic.
Bangladesh also lost more than $3
bn order and related to the textile
and apparel industry, all parties are
suffering immensely.
Though there are no lucrative
businesses like other times,
Brother a 112 years old
Japanese company–which
provides technology to the
apparel industry– has been
supporting Bangladeshi apparel
manufacturers by its numerous
timely measures.
Brother-initiates-1-LineAssessment-project-build-postCOVID-19-apparel-capacity
H N Ashiqur Rahman, newly
appointed and first Bangladeshi
Country Head of Brother
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Bangladesh has been leading his
team from the frontline to support
the factories in this pandemic.
As the first course of action, we
have delivered a message to all
of our customers by mail, phone
call, text that we will be available
during the lockdown situation to
support them. We thought the
situation will may longer at least
one month and we have planned
for that one month, saying,
Ashiqur Rahman.
First of all, we gave some
online technical training to
our distributors because they
give support to the customers
directly. At the same time,
we have arranged training for
our customers on machine
maintenance, productivity analysis,
power circuit board (PCB), etc.
Usually, for busyness, both

In the meantime, we have also
created a common group in
WhatsApp, I should say it a
platform for industry peoples
where they through their problems
and who knows the solution give it
instantly.

We were well-aware that after
lockdown when the factories
will be opened they will face
many problems with the sewing
machines. Keeping that mind we
have developed some others AV
that how can they solve these
problems. Regardless of Brother
customers, we have shared those
AV publicly. Because we wanted to
help all the manufacturers as they
are in a tough situation and it may
help them.
Brother has a rich YouTube
channel also Facebook and other
online platforms, through these
we tried to stand beside our
customers all time.
We are also planning a very
important project namely ‘1 Line
Assessment’ in the garments
factory. That will show the benefits
by connecting Brother IoT into
one of the production lines in
the garments factory for one day
as a demo. In this assessment
program, we will collect cycle time,
machine working time & much
other information to visualize
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and recognize the issue in the
production line, and we will advise
how to utilize the benefits. It
takes just a few hours to connect
Brother IoT into the factory to
experience the IoT world.
By which we will assess the
productivity and efficiency of the
factories. If we find any issue, we
will give suggestions accordingly.

Being an industry partner, we will
conduct this capacity-building
project for free. We believe, if the
factory survives, we will survive.
By this time, we have discussed
with some customers regarding
this assessment and getting a
huge response from them.
On the other hand, Brother thinks
the main firewood of the company

is its employees. And to keep them
motivated the company does
not lay off a single person rather,
Brother has given full salary with
increment and bonus.
“I think this is also an example for
others. For industry, betterment
Brother is always at your side,”
Ashiqur Rahman concluded.

Japanese companies present
3D knitted reusable facemask
Desk Report
Two Japanese companies
TBM and Bioworks launched
a greener facemask produced
based on PLA (polylactic acid)
yarn, a biomass-based material
made from corn starch. These
washable and reusable masks are
inherently designed to improve
the carbon footprint. The 3D
knitted facemasks which are
called Bio Face are made with
the collaboration of Shima Seiki,
a leading manufacturer of flat
knitting machines.
Describing the present
predicament of the disposable
facemasks and their dark impact
on the environment, Nobuyoshi
Yamasaki, the CEO of TBM said
in a press release “Most of the
disposable face masks are made of
petroleum-derived plastic, and, as
face mask consumption increases,
appropriate disposal of face masks
is becoming critical as there are
masks washed out to sea and
ended up on beaches.”
Therefore, by supplying a greener
facemask to the COVID-19 affected
regions and the developing
countries, they are striving to
“protect people around the world
from the risk of infection, and
protect the global environment.”
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Collaboration with Shima Seiki
enabled them to achieve a mask
design that is comfortable and
easily fits the shape of a face.
The three parties developed the
design by knitting masks three
dimensionally with the Shima’s
WHOLEGARMENT technology
with PLA yarns.
The salient features of the masks
are very impressive. Wearing the
masks can help to prevent spray

Quality Evaluation Center, a
Japanese testing laboratory.
And lastly, their 3D knit shape
enables the masks to be comfortable
which fit the shape of a face and
leave room around the mouth.
Bio Face masks can be equipped
with commercially available virus
filters, cotton gauze, and similar
accessories.

BioFace features

Washable and
reusable

Safe for human
and environment

Biomass based and
biodegradable

Comfortable,
3D silhouette

from coughing and sneezing and
can also reduce exposure to various
allergens. They can be washed
around 30 times and reused. Bio
Face masks have been reported to
be antibacterial and mildly acidic
(close to human skin) by Nissenken
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In the press release, TBM and
Bioworks expressed their desire
to expand their business in
and outside Japan from June
2020. The partners have started
accepting pre-orders for Bio Face
masks from 27 April, 2020.
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Circular
knitted mask
innovation to
protect against
COVID-19
Sayed Abdullah
In the prolonged COVID-19
outbreak people are enforcing
to go out and continue their
economic activities. Medical
experts say this will raise the
possibility of infection level. In
this high time, Hitesh Sharma, a
knitting technologist (CQA) and
President of the International
Federation of Knitting
Technologists (IFKT), Canada/US
section has developed a circular
knitted fabric which can be used
for the production of non-medical
protective facemasks.
The newly developed ‘H97LoopCluster’ will aid in the
fight against COVID-19. Sharma
is very making the innovation
accessible to circular knitted fabric
manufacturers globally at no cost.
Hitesh Sharma said, “This
innovation may be distributed
among circular knitting fabric
manufacturers worldwide if
needed, whose machines are
capable to produce this kind of
fabric with high-speed production.”
“The intention of distribution
information is completely nonprofit and without any monetary
benefits due to this pandemic,”
Sharma added.
The knitted H-97 LoopCluster
material was developed on a
superfine circular knitting machine
with higher gauge and lower pitch,
made by using a special type of
70

sinkers and additional interlocking
loop casting-off technology for
maximum virus protection.
During the research, the said
material has limited possibilities
to be developed on flat knitting
technology due to machines'
higher pitch value and limited
gauge/cut availability e.g,18. Other
technical variations compare to
circular knitting technology.
The LoopCluster material
prevented to enter glycoprotein
spikes existed in coronavirus while
breathing and stop these virus
droplets spreads in the air when a
mask worn by a person.
The research also showed that these
droplets and other small particles
can easily land on other people,
clothing and surfaces around them,
but the LoopCluster material can
easily control/hold to dispose of
the smaller particles in the air while
sneezing and coughing.
The study shows that the virus
could survive in droplets for up to
3 hours after being coughed out
into the air. Fine droplets between
1-5 micrometers in size – about 30
times smaller than the width of a
human hair could remain airborne
for several hours in still air.
However, that copper surfaces
tended to kill the virus in about
4 hours, on plastic and stainless
steel (up to 2 to 3 days), copper
(up to 4 hours), and cardboard

(24 hours). This material could be
produced along with 20 denier 2
filament carbon, copper and silver
filaments to enhance its antiviral
properties.
This circular knitted fabric has
antimicrobial that dries quickly,
easy to wash, re-useable, wrinkleresistant, extremely durable. This
single layer mask material has to
filter out the virus. H97-LoopCluster
capable to filter out about 97% of
particles of all sizes from the air.
That includes something less than
0.1 microns in size.
The filter material for H97LoopCluster not just physically
block viruses and other small
particles as well. During the
manufacturing process, the fibers
receive an electric charge.
This electrostatic charge then
attracts the virus so that it gets
stuck on the fibers and loop
cluster chambers itself.
It speeds up the evaporation
process, slows down the buildup of skin moisture created by
droplets while sneezing and keeps
the face at a constant temperature.
Especially in the summertime.
Carbon also allows a quick
dispersion of sweat, inducing sweat
evaporation. The less sweat comes
in contact with the skin, the greater
the well-being feeling, comfortable
wear that we can define ‘wellness
even under pressure’.
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The right mask for protection
Sabbir Hossain
With the COVID-19 coronavirus
outbreak, the global way we live
has drastically changed, and the
virus brought awareness of how
important personal protective
items are when being exposed to
diseases and infection risks.

very fine fibers provide filtration
rates beyond 95% for bacteria or
up to 99% for fine dust particles.
The right mask for the right
protection

Since the applied chemistries are
designed to work against external
factors, direct skin contact should
be avoided, which is the reason
why these modifications usually
can be found in the middle and
outer layers of high-quality masks.
The hydrophobic outer layer repels
sneezes and coughs contaminated
droplets and does not allow
adherence and easy penetration
through the mask.

Masks, which were worn so far
primarily in Asian communities,
are now visible everywhere around
the globe as people are realizing
that they are an essential tool to
protect others and themselves
against the spread of viruses.
In this context, many traditional
textile manufacturers are looking
for ways to help and willing
to temporarily switch their
production to reusable textile
masks, as the standard nonwoven
materials are in extremely short
supply due to the unexpected hike
in demand.
Chemical technology leaders, such
as Archroma, support the related
developments of new materials by
providing application development
guidance on how to enhance the
performance of the mask and
provide better protection and more
comfort for the user, and with the
prioritized allocation of stocks.
The face masks already
established for medical, chemical
or construction-related enduses, such as mouth-and-nose
protective masks, usually have to
comply to certified testing, where
standards are in place which
defines strict test regimes.
Exemplary standards, such as DIN
EN 14683 or DIN EN 149 in Europe,
ASTM F2100 in the US and GB/T
32610 in CHN, therefore determine
filtration rates for bacteria
respectively for aerosol-based
contaminants. The masks used
here are usually based on triplelayer nonwoven material, where
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resistant at the recommended
70°C (158°F), and also compatible
with antibacterial finishes such as
Sanitized®, comes to help.

The antibacterial middle layer
protects from the vapor-deposited
contaminants from our breath, and
the use of highly effective nonparticulate systems keeps airflow
properties at an optimum level.
Therefore, when we think of
using a protective mask, the
better choice should be using an
enhanced textile mask rather than
a basic one.

Figure: Chemical technology leaders,
such as Archroma, support the related
developments of new materials by
providing application development
guidance on how to enhance the
performance of the mask and provide
better protection.

However, these performance
criteria are neither mandatory
nor clearly defined for private use
masks. Common materials used for
non-medical purposes consist of 1
to 3 layers of fabric.
Enhancing mask
To improve the protection level
of these reusable textile masks,
it is advisable to apply surface
energy reduction to minimize
the adherence of sneezes and
droplets, as well as an antibacterial
finish to reduce the growth of
bacteria.
This is where chemistry, such as
Archroma’s repellent Nuva® N
technology, which offers maximum
surface energy reduction, is wash

Archroma’s latest-generation
Nuva® N comprises high purity
repellents that help to create a
barrier effect when used in masks,
as they enable polypropylene or
polyester fibers already at the
lowest dosages to become highly
hydrophobic.
Also, they also modify cotton or
cellulosic fibers to repel water
or lipophilic pathogens. And the
antibacterial additives provided
from our longtime technology
partner Sanitized, a global
leader in hygiene protection
headquartered in Switzerland,
meet the highest standards for
professional health care but also
provide reliable protection for
consumer goods.
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Solution For Spinning

Trützschler ‘My Mill’ the
all-in-one platform for
mill management
Javed Kamal
Whether information about the
production, quality, maintenance
or simply a complete overview
– with Trützschler My Mill, mill
managers can fulfill any individual
information need. Mill managers
can now make informed, databased decisions and generate
quick wins as of day one.
Especially in times with COVID-19,
it is essential to focus on the
bottlenecks, stay operational and
thus profitable. My Mill enables
spinning mills to generate profits
faster, bundle resources, optimize
processes and save costs.
What if the investment in digitizing
a spinning mill pays off in no time?
The current crisis forced many
companies to push their digital
transformation. What kept
companies from digitalizing earlier
could be the fear that new tools
will have a negative impact on the
already established processes.
With My Mill, Truetzschler put a
special focus on quick wins. Not
all spinning mills feature a fully
equipped IT department with
full-time employees. The goal is
to guide customers to their focus
areas intuitively and provide
analyses for production, quality
and maintenance that they can
extend individually at any time.

a solid entry point to focus on
production bottlenecks and quality
limiters. Notifications will appear
when attention is required, e.g.
when a machine leaves its limits.
My Production – the ideal My Mill
extension
My Production app is the perfect
companion for managers while on
the road. They can find out about
their current production with just a
few touches on their smartphone anytime and anywhere.
My Production shows an overview
of the complete installation right
up to detailed information on the
machine level. Push notifications will
inform users if any action is required.
Talk to me
Spinning mills very often feature
a heterogeneous machine and
laboratory environment. Data
acquired in one system might
be required by another system.
My Mill provides the possibility

Figure 2: My Mill – the all-in-one platform.

of an external interface, so users
can utilize the data generated by
Truetzschler machines as required
in their mill. Besides, My Mill can
also be used for data from other
manufacturers.
Cloud-based solution
In terms of cybersecurity,
Truetzschler’s digital offers are
cloud-based and extremely secure.
The applications rely exclusively
on the highest security standards.
More information can be found on
https://www.my-mill.com

Big data
An easy-to-understand data
preparation makes it possible to
discover optimization potentials
immediately and to plan resources
sensibly. Fault statistics, shift data
and quality comparisons provide
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COVID-19 safety measures of Cute Dress
Rakibul Islam
Cute Dress Industry Ltd is a
sustainable knitwear manufacturing
unit in Bangladesh that has been
taking extensive safety measures to
ensure workers' health and safety in
this COVID-19 pandemic.
The measures include social
distancing while entering the
security post of the factory
premises, hand washing and
sanitizing before entering the
premises, thermal check and
health center precautions for the
workers. So that the safety of all
the workers are ensured.

Cute Dress Industry Ltd is strictly
maintaining the social distancing
safety guidelines of the World
Health Organization (WHO). At its
sewing, cutting, finishing, packing
sections the factory is ensuring
social distancing among the
workers.
Policies and strategies of Cute Dress
•E
 nsuring every employee wear
basic PPE and mask
•E
 nsuring every employee's hand
wash/hand sanitize randomly
•E
 nsuring social distance in all
activities
•E
 nsuring every employee's
thermal scan while entering
the factory and random check
during the working time
•E
 nsuring the health center is
ready to take necessary action

Figure: extensive safety measures of Cute
Dress Industry Ltd.

•D
 esignated focal point and
COVID-19 task force monitoring

The factory is made by the
guidance of the US Green
Building Council (USGBC) and
has achieved an excellent rating
point on Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED).
Beside sustainable infrastructure,
Cute Dress has developed a
sustainable process in the entire
production unit to recycle water
and save valuable groundwater.
Sustainability gets the uppermost
priority than saving the freshwater
has to be top in the list. In this
regard, recycle water can be used
in many ways and this is the best
approach for sustainability.
So Cute Dress Industry Ltd
includes the recycling process
in the overall procedure to keep
a commitment for sustainability.
They have a complete design for
materials to recycle particularly
to reuse of gray water in the
manufacturing process.

Bangladesh to manufacture KN95
mask with half of its importing price
Desk Report
Bangladesh is ready to
manufacture KN95 standard
masks which price will be half of
its importing price. JMI Hospital
Requisite Manufacturing Ltd, a
medical equipment maker, has
completed successful test runs
of its newly-installed lines that
can manufacture 40,000 KN95
standard masks a day.
The demand for protective gears
are growing sky high. Doctors,
nurses and medical staff are
exposed to the COVID-19 virus
which is highly infectious. Already
many doctors and nurses have
died of this virus. This initiative
of the JMI Group may save many
doctors and medical stuff life.
The company is awaiting the local
drug administrator's approval. The
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Directorate General of the Drug
Administration (DGDA) would approve
the company's product standard
based on third party lab reports.
Dysin International Ltd, SGS
Bangladesh, ITS Labtest
Bangladesh, Geo Chem, ULVS
Bangladesh, and TUV SUD
Bangladesh Private Ltd are
the DGDA enlisted ISO-17025
accredited private sector labs.
Md Abdur Razzak, Managing
Director of JMI Group said, “We
are ready to manufacture the
KN95 mask by following all proper
guidelines, now we are just waiting
for the approval of authority to go
for bulk production. Then we will
proudly announce that Bangladesh
also introduced KN95.”

Chinese garments manufacturing
company Liz Fashion and JMI
Group jointly taken this initiative.
Initially, each KN95 mask would
cost around Tk150-160. Md Abdur
Razzak expecting that the cost
can be reduced to 130 Tk if the
supply chain is smooth.
The Bangladesh government
recently declared a waiver from
value-added taxes – ranging from
5-15 percent – on PPE and masks,
until June 30. This was done to
spur investment in manufacturing
and selling emergency products
while the world has a high demand
for the items.
In the USA, KN95 is known as
N95. The mask originally designed
and manufactured by American
company 3M.
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Lenzing witnessed 16.7%
profit decline in Q1 of 2020
MM Uddin
COVID-19 crisis has hit Lenzing
Group hard. The cellulosic fiberbased group has stated a revenue
decline of 16.7% and amounted to
€466.3 million in the first quarter
of 2020.
The group said that the main
cause was the development of
prices for standard viscose and
other standard fibers and the
impact of the COVID-19 crisis
further increased pressure on
prices and volumes.
Earnings before interest, tax,
depreciation and amortization
(EBITDA) for the quarter
decreased by 24.3% to €69.6
million and the EBITDA margin
declined from 16.4% to 14.9%. Net
profit for the period was down
58.6% to €17.7 million and earnings
per share amounted to €0.84
compared with €1.65 in the first
quarter of the previous year.
“The COVID-19 crisis has a severe
impact on the entire textile and
apparel industry and has further
increased the pressure on prices
and volumes in the global fiber
market. Lenzing held its ground
in this extremely difficult market
environment and continues to
drive the implementation of its key
projects in Brazil and Thailand,”
said Stefan Doboczky, Chief
Executive Officer of the Lenzing
Group.
He added: “To meet the strong
demand for hygiene and protective
products for the population and
medical personnel, we intensified
the collaboration with partners
along the value chain in the first
quarter of 2020. Today we are
proud that we have achieved our
goal of industrial production of
high-quality protective masks
together with our partner Palmers
and have therefore been able to
support Austria and Europe in

combating the pandemic as best
possible.”
Investing in specialty fibers
CAPEX (expenditures for
intangible assets and property,
plant and equipment and
biological assets) more than
tripled to €138.6 million in the first
quarter of 2020.
This upsurge is a result of the
progress of the major projects
in Brazil and Thailand. The
implementation of the two most
vital long-term investment projects
to reinforce internal pulp supply
and to upsurge the share of
specialty fibers in line with the
sCore TEN corporate strategies is
progressing according to plan.
After the decision to build the
dissolving wood pulp plant in
Brazil with a capacity of 500,000
tones, the Duratex Group acquired
a 49% share in the joint venture
LD Celulose as agreed in the first
quarter of 2020. Lenzing holds 51%
of the shares.
In the first quarter of 2020,
Lenzing completed the second
pilot production plant for its
Tencel Luxe branded filament
yarn. According to the company,
the new facility at the Lenzing
site with a total investment of
€30 million provides sufficient
capacity for the development of
commercial programs and further
fibre applications.
The Lenzing Group’s superior
fibers form the base for a variety
of textile applications ranging from
ladies' clothing to versatile denim
and high-performance sports
clothing. Due to their consistent
high quality, their biodegradability
and compostability Lenzing
fibers are also highly suitable for
hygiene products and agricultural
applications.
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A new generation of 3-layer high
pile: lighter, thinner, and warmer
Single Knit Double Face Loop High Pile Shearing Circular Knitting Machine (KDPS/D-HP)
Pailung Story
A Better 3-Layer High Pile
Winter sport enthusiasts — or anyone who lives in
cold climates — have been undeniably grateful for
the layer of soft and warm high pile fabric embedded
within their winter clothing. However, garments made
using high pile can sometimes be uncomfortably bulky
to the point of restricting users’ movements, as each
layer needs to be laminated in order to avoid pilling.

PL-KDPSD-HP is a state-of-the-art knitting
technology that offers all the softness and warmth
of previous fabrics, without the lamination —
simultaneously knitting spacer, thermal high-pile and
the outer performance layer into a single fabric. The
result? Lighter weight and more insulating winter
apparel that gives wearers full range of movement.
Why Choose PL-KDPSD-HP
3-layer structure in a single step
PL-KDPSD-HP knits single jersey, spacer, and high-pile
fabric into a single structure, creating a 3-in-1 fabric, a
much less labor-intensive alternative than traditional
processes that require at least one lamination step and
2 knitting procedures to knit a multi-function fabric. In
doing so, PL-KDPSD-HP reduces multi-function fabric
production time by 60%.
Thinner, lighter, warmer
Previously, insulating garments were created by
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laminating high-pile fabrics, a thick middle layer and
a waterproof or wind-resistant outer layer for optimal
performance. However, this production method
tends to create garments that are uncomfortable
bulky and restrict users’ range of motion. In contrast,
PL-KDPSD-HP is equipped with a spacer middle
layer for much better insulation — the spacer, with
thickness ranging from 1-4 mm, both reduces the
overall weight and also offers enhanced comfort and
flexibility.
Gauge

Diameter

Feeder Number

18G-dial ;
9G-cylinder

26" 28" 30"
32" 34" 36"

42F-44 seg.
44F-46 seg.
48F-50 seg.
52F-54 seg.
54F-56 seg
56F-58 seg.

22G-dial ;
11G-cylinder
24G-dial ;
12G-cylinder
26G-dial ;
13G-cylinder
28G-dial ;
14G-cylinder
Dimensions
2640(L) x 2280(W) x 2170(H) mm
Net Weight
3870 kg
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Productivity
Gauge

Feeders

Speed Factor

24G-dial
12G-cylinder

54F in total, (18
courses/round)

400~550SF

Spacer (12
course/round)
Specifications
Standard

Options

Control

•
•
•
•

Integrated LCD touch control panel
Full info and control present
Ready for POMS with TCP-IP interface
Ready for decotex

Power

• 380V, 50/60 Hz
• 5.5 Kw/7.5 Hp, 7.3 Kw/10 Hp
• Inverter power control

• 220 V, 50/60 Hz
• 415~460 V, 50/60 Hz

Take-Up

• Pailung mechanical take-up system
• Standard fabric roll diameter 17”
• Cardratex fabric spreader

• Motor take-up system
• Folding or rolling take-up system
• Yung Leader mechanical take-up system
• Pailung mid high-leg mechanical takeup system (fabric roll diameter 36”)
• Pailung high-leg mechanical take-up
system (fabric roll diameter 45")

Needle

• 3 track needles in dial
• 3 track each for shearing needles, pile needles
and sinker needles in cylinder

• Spare needle as request

Conversion

•C
 ylinder for diﬀerent gauges, kits for
conversing to spacer and/or double
piles

Cam

• 3 track cam in dial/ 6 track cam in cylinder
• Bolt-ﬁxed cam design
• Airtight cam design

• Spare cam as request

Yarn Storage

•P
 ositive yarn storage MPF-20L1 x 78 (pile 12 x 2 +
ground 12 x 1 + back yarn 12 x 1 + front yarn 24 x 1
+ MONO 6 x 1)
• Yarn storage ring x 2 unit + preparation iron ring
x 1 set

• Positive feeder MPF-20P1/ EO Knit
• Other brand feeders as request

Frame

• Pailung K frame
• Oil-based 4-wire bearing system
• Count-clockwise direction

Yarn Carrier

• Ceramic dual-hole carrier

Oiler

• Pailung misty oiler

• Pulsonic 5.2 pressure oiler

Creels

• B8/B9 type combi creels

•D
 8/D9 type PVC or aluminum tube
creels
• Overhead creels
• Anti-dust fan type creels
• Close ﬁlter type creels

Detector,
System, and
Others

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Needle detection
Light on frame & fabrics
Top fan system
Dial height & horizontal level gauge
Min. compressed air: 6 bar, 250 liter/min.
Individual electronic air-driven yarn-switch system
Central stitch adjusting device
Shengsong middle anti-dust device
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Integrated LCD control system
POMS online monitoring system
Decotex yarn length measurement
Uniwave middle anti-dust device
Electronic adjusting device: central
stitch & timing
• Electronic belt-driven control device:
servo motor driven MRA for 3/4/5
axis, TE for 3/4/5/6 axis
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Debenhams demands abnormal
discount from BD suppliers
Desk Report
When manufacturers are urging
to stop the unethical business
practice, Debenhams, which used
to purchase more than $120 million
worth of mainly high-end garment
items from 40 manufacturers
in Bangladesh each year, is
demanding an abnormal discount
from its suppliers here.
It has sought a 90 percent
discount, meaning it will pay only
$1 if the price of a woven shirt was
fixed at $10 when the goods were
shipped,
Currently, Debenhams, which has
appointed an administrator last
month, its second in the past year,
owes a staggering $66 million to
its vendors in Bangladesh.
Of the amount, garment items worth
$26 million is lying in the UK ports
and another $40 million is in the
factory floors ready to be shipped.
“We are uncertain about receiving
payment from Debenhams as
the company has appointed
administrators,” Zahangir Alam,
the Coordinator of Debenhams
Vendors Community in Bangladesh,
said in a discussion with The Daily
Star over the phone yesterday.
Zahangir Alam is also the Managing
Director of Design Source.
The indebted retailer had
problems before the health crisis
and on April 9 confirmed the
appointment of restructuring
firm FRP Advisory to handle a
“light touch” administration of the
142-store chain.
The administrators would work
alongside existing management to “get
the business into a position to re-open
and trade as many stores as possible
again when restrictions are lifted”.
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Figure: Debenhams sought a 90 percent discount from its Bangladeshi suppliers.

However, it also warned that FRP
Advisory would be putting its Irish
chain into liquidation, which would
mean the permanent closure of 11
stores that employ around 1,260 people.
Initially, Debenhams sought 60
days moratorium from Bangladeshi
suppliers to pay $70 million up to
March, but later it sought another
30 days.
“We will hold a virtual meeting
tomorrow with the administrators
and the sourcing head of
Debenhams to demand our
payment,” Alam said.
Demanding a 90 percent discount
from the suppliers is abnormal.
Many small and medium scale
factories will not be able to sustain
such a big blow to their business.
Alam is ready to help Debenhams
so that the company can make a
turnaround.
“But we can at most handle 15
percent discount,” he said.
Moreover, if the UK court declares
Debenhams as bankrupt, it will
take at least five years to get
any money, by which the local

suppliers will crash and burn.
Alam went on to urge the
governments of the two countries
to work together to find an
amicable solution to this problem.
“Otherwise we will be in more trouble
during this critical time,” he added.
Meanwhile, Debenhams has
already laid off all 69 employees
in its Dhaka office on April 15, said
one of the terminated employees
requesting anonymity.
The British chain had opened the
liaison office in Dhaka in 2013.
The termination of the employees
is illegal because the move does
not follow the agreements that
were signed with the Bangladesh
Investment Development Authority.
“We are communicating with
the Debenhams headquarters to
obtain our dues.”
Asked about the pending
payments, he said, “Since we
are no longer official employees
of Debenhams, we cannot say
anything about the payments to
the manufacturers and vendors.”
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All-Over Printing vs All
Over Digital Printing
Sawkat Hossain Sohel, Chief Designer, Unifill Composite Dyeing Mills Ltd

All-Over Printing (AOP) has
been started in our (Bangladesh)
garment industry from the 1980s.
Although before this we used AOP
in many fabrics i.e. three-piece,
Sharee, bed cover and fabrics print
in the local factory.
The interests, preferences and
desires of the people are evolved.
Fashion awareness is changing
day by day, especially in the young
generation. So, the demand of all
over printing around the world is
increasing day by day. Bangladesh
is not far behind the trend.
Approximately 90 factories have
AOP printing facility.

In these factories AOP is done by
rotary screen machine and flatbed
screen machine.
There are some limitations in AOP.
The main limitation is we cannot
print all designs on a rotary screen
or flatbed screen. Although it is
possible to print 8-20 colors on
a rotary screen or flatbed screen,
it is generally not more than 12
colors to be printed for 2 reasons.
A) The print cost is higher
B) Complexity of machine. The
effect of photo print and 3D cannot
be brought clearly through AOP.

Figure: Due to increasing demand, many
Bangladeshi all over printing factories have
started digital printing.

Companies with AOP printing facility in Bngladesh
Unifill Composite
Dyeing Mills Ltd.

SIM Group

Thermax Group Ltd.

HH Textile Mills Ltd.

Sanjana Fabrics Ltd.

Beximco Textile Division

Rahim Textile Mills Ltd.

Divine Group

Hossain Dyeing &
Printing Mills

Tania Textiles Ltd.

Knit Concern Group

Unicon Group

Pakiza Knit
Composite Ltd.

DBL Group

GMS Composite Knitting Industries
Ltd.

NR Group

Robintex Group

Chaity Group

APS Group

Comfit Composite Knit Ltd.

South China
Bleaching & Dyeing
Factory Ltd.

Mithela Textile Industries Ltd.

Silver Composite Textile Mills Ltd
(Unit-3, Textile)

Monno Fabrics Ltd.

Rim Dyeing Ltd.

F.K.N Textile Ltd.

Apex Holdings Ltd.

Four H Group

Utah Group

Dird Composite Textiles Ltd.

Palmal Group of Industries

Mosharaf Composite Textile Mills Ltd.

KDS Group

Opex & Sinha Textile Group

Impress-Newtex Composite Ltd.

Tru Fabric Ltd

Zaber & Zubair
Fabrics Ltd.

M.S. Dyeing, Printing &
Finishing Ltd.

Padma Bleaching & Dyeing Mills Ltd.

Satter Textile Mills Ltd.

Chorka Textile Ltd.

Amanat Shah Fabrics Ltd.

ACS Textiles (Bangladesh) Ltd.

A-One Polar Ltd.

Sawfttex Ltd.

Pride Group

Mondal group

Metro knitting and dyeing Ltd.

Nz group

Intramex Textile Ltd.

RK group

Phonex Textile Ltd.

Lithe group

AJI group

M. M. Knitwear Ltd.

Croni group

All Tex Group

Infinia Group

S B style composite Ltd.

Azad Rifat Fibers

Imperil

Bornali Fabric

Bomby Fabric

S B style composite Ltd.

Jamuna Group

Experience textile Ltd.

Tithi Textile Mills Pvt Ltd.

Antim Group

Consumer Textile
mills ltd.

Fariha Knit Tex

PN Composite ltd.

Nice Fabrics processing ltd.

Doel group

Unity Fabric Ltd.

Primer Dyeing & Printing Mills Ltd.

Bengal Apparel Ltd.

Urmi Knitwear Ltd.

Noor Group

Regent Textile LTD.

Younusco Group
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Due to all these different
challenges, rotary and flatbed have
been added to the new technology
‘All Over Digital Printing’. Currently,
60% of digital print is done in
Bangladesh, India, Indonesia,

Pakistan and Vietnam.
Due to increasing demand, many
Bangladeshi all over printing
factories have started digital
printing. Digital print is directly

printed in fabric with ink. No film
or screen is used for this. An ideal
technology for multi-dimensional design
printing is ‘All Over Digital Printing’.
Textile digital printing is a modern

Difference between ‘All Over Printing’ and ‘All Over Digital Printing’
All-Over Printing

All Over Digital Printing

1. Screen is required for AOP

1. Screen is not required in this printing

2. Every design needs to convert into a 100%
vector image. The number of file separation
different screens are used for a different color.

2. Digital design development process is different as:
•	Most of the designs are done by Photoshop software. Sometimes Adobe
Illustrator software is also used.
•	Color separation doesn't require. The work has to be done on the main image or
the file of the design.
•	The brightness/contrast of the design file has to increase or decrease to match
the color of the main sample. Example: The color contrast-which is used for
woven fabrics-is not the same for the knitted fabrics. Another type of color
contrast is used for knitted fabric.
•	Decision has to be made depending on the texture of the design that which mode
should be used in developing design RGB mode or CMYK mode.
•	Most of the designs are used 8 inks in the printing on fabrics. They are: A) Cyan
B) Magenta C) Red D) Yellow E) Black F) Orange G) Blue H) Grey

3. Any fabric can be printed by AOP

3) All types of fabric can be print except blended fabric like PC, CVC, etc.

4. This printing is possible on deep-dyed
fabrics or black fabrics.

4) The quality of digital printing on deep-colored fabrics is not good enough.

5. White print can be done on any type of fabric.

5) White color print is not possible.

6. a) Pigment, Reactive, Discharge, Glitter,
Apson, Burn out, Nion Print and Resist printing
can be done by AOP.

6) Reactive, Acid, Disperse and pigment can be done by digital printing.

7. Singeing and mercerization of fabric is not
so necessary for better quality print.

7) Singeing and mercerization of fabric is very important for better quality print.

8. Decision has to be made depending on the
artwork of the design that what mode should
be developed RGB or CYMK. No matter which
model we use in developing design, the file of
the design has to be converted into the vector
image.

8) RGB and CMYK both modes are possible in this printing to develop a design. To
get a better quality of printing on fabrics, the file of the design printing needs to be
cleared.

9. The resolution should be 360,508,720
pixels/inch in developing a design. The higher
the resolution, the higher the time it will take
in screen preparation. During screen exposure,
the file of the design should be converted into
a tiff format. If the outline of the resolution
will have to be 508 or 720 pixels/inch to get a
better output.

9. The resolution has to 300-1200 pixel / inch when developing the design.
Depending on the quality of the printing, the resolution is selected. The higher the
resolution, it takes higher time in developing design, the production is slowed down
and a better quality of printing is achieved.

10. In AOP, color is created by matching the
shade with the Pantone (TCX, TPX) or color
swatches and then printing is done.

10. In digital printing, the buyer provides the artwork and color is matching by
following the artwork.

11. The speed of this printing is higher
30-70-meter printing is done per minute.

11. The production rate is lower. The production depends on the machine head. The
higher the number of heads, the higher the production. Generally, the production
rate is (1-3) m/min. The production rate of MS Lario machine is around140 m/min.
Only Robin Tex has the machine.

12) The production can be done at any
temperature and humidity of the floor.

12. The printing has to do in the AC room. Temperature 25°C and Relative Humidity
(RH) 65%±2% required. Otherwise, it will affect on print heads and color continuity.

13) Higher manpower is required. Engraving
section, color section and sample section are
needed.

13. Lower manpower required.

14. Before printing, fabric requires a pretreatment as a dyeing process.

14. Before printing, fabric requires the pre-treatment process also here. But here
needs less chemical than traditional printing for coating. Thickener, Urea, Sodium
Bicarbonate and water are needed for coating. Sometimes resist salts are also used
depending on types of thickener.

15. Fabric is printed through squeeze pressure.

15. Fabric printing is done through head up-down.

16. Water and electricity are used more.

16. Uses of water is 90% less and electricity is 30% less.

17. Natural and synthetic both thickener is
suitable for color continuity.

17. Natural thickener is more suitable for color continuity.

19. Need curing after printing.

19. Need steaming after printing. Fixation is done in steaming.
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Z.M Corporation

Importer, Indentor & Supplier of Dyes, Chemicals & Pigments

DENIMEX PEX
Neutralization Agent for Potassium Permanganate Wash

OUR CREATION IS YOUR DESIRE...
Sister Concern

Certiﬁed by

Compliance with

Corporate ofﬁce:

Chattogram ofﬁce:

Factory:

Garib-E-Newaz Avenue,
House# 03 Naheyan (2nd, 4th & 5th Floor)
Sector# 11, Uttara, Dhaka-1230.
 : +880248952957
 : info@colorstylebd.com

T. K Square
House# 22, Mirzapool, Shulok Bahar,
Panchlaish, Chattogram-4203.

360-361, Bashaid, Ashulia
Savar, Dhaka-1341.

www.colorstylebd.com
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Grey fabric
batching

Heat setting
(if lycra)

Gas singeing

Sourcing

Bleaching/OBA

Drying

Chemical
padding
(with gumming
and cutting of
selvage)

Digital reactive
printing

Steaming
(loop steamer
machine)

Washing

Drying and
chemical
finishing
(stenter
machine)

Compacting
finishing

Inspection and
quality checking

Ready for
delivery

technology just like printing a
paper through the color printer.
On the other hand, digital
printing is a new technology
of representing 2D-effect,
3D-effect, multi-dimensional
designs, photo print as well on
different kinds of fabrics by
using the technology of ink.
Though it's a new technology,
the All-Over Digital Printing
has so many advantages and
some limitations too. The list of
advantages and disadvantages
of Digital Printing is given below:
All-over printing (AOP) project
started its journey in the 1980s
in an export oriental factory of
Bangladesh, and 2020, all-over
the printing project has been
running about in 80 factories.
Today, Bangladesh has gained
the skill to compete with any
country in the world with
AOP and has created a strong
position. But we are still far
behind in all-over digital printing.
Lacking efficient manpower,
poor application technology,

Advantages

Disadvantages

High print quality.

The printing speed is low.

Lower water and power
consumption.

Ink cost is very high. But it decreasing regularly.

Less Chemical waste.

The problem of the combined new and old technology.

Large repeat size are possible.

Color accuracy maintain is very difficult.

Reduced production space
requirements.

The print cost is very high. But it reducing day by
day. In small lots and sampling, Digital printer is far
convenient and cost-effective than conventional forms.

Less printed inventory.

White color can`t print.

Sampling and production were
done on the same printer.

All types of fabric can be print except blended fabrics.

Design innovation.

Need to maintain temperature and humidity for a print unit.

Low capital investment

Poor fatigue properties.

Nickle free

Lack of efficient manpower

No limit on color

Different fabrics behave differently to the colors of
inks; hence, color changes are there in digital print,
despite the digital print file being the same

Reduced manpower

Difficult to get high color yield if it does not use the
suitable coating chemical and steaming not perfect.

low-quality raw material and poor
fabric quality are the main reasons
for this situation. Also, we do not
have any learning opportunities
for digital printing technology.
That is why fresher graduates and
experienced technologist cannot
enrich their knowledge about
digital printing technology. Our

Reggiani Machine
(Italy brand)

Durst
(Italy Brand)

MS Machine
(Italy Brand)

Zimmer

Atexco
(China)

Homer Digital Printer
(China)
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competitors like China, Pakistan,
and Turkey, etc. are growing very
fast in this industry.
For the first time in 2014, Beximco
started all-over digital printing in
the Bangladesh textile industry.
Now 20 factories in Bangladesh
use all-over digital printing
having different brands, different
facilities, and different production
capacities. In our country, most
of the factories are using the
machines of below six brands
Reggiani Machine (Italy brand)
is the best. Reggiani Machine's
print quality is good, production
speed is fast, and the operating
system is easy as well. We need
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Here is a list of the factories in Bangladesh that have Digital All-over Printing Machines:
Dird composite textile Ltd
Durst Alpha 190 Machine (Italy Brand)
Reactive Print.04
Head: 64
Head name: Kyocera
Max.width:1900 mm
Production capacity: 5000 m/day.
Knit production capacity: 1200-1300 kg

NAZ Bangladesh Ltd
Zimmer Machine.
Reactive Print.
Head :32
Head name: Fuji Diamatix
Max width:1800 mm
Starfire-sa-1024
Production capacity:3000 yds/day

HR Textile Mills Limited.
MS JP7 Machine (Italy Brand)
Head: 16
Head name: Quicera
Production capasity:500 m/day.
Only woven fabric print machine.

Silver line Composite Textile Ltd.
Zimmer
Reactive Print.
Head:64
Max width:1800 mm
Head name: Fuji Diamatix starfiresa-1024
Production capacity:6000 yds/day

Hossain dyeing & printing limited.
Homer digital print.
Reactive print
Head name: Kyocera
Head: - 16
Max width:60 inches
Production capacity:2400 yds/day

Utah Group.
Reggiani Machine. (Italy Brand)
ReactivePrint.
Head: 32
Maximum print width- 72-74 inches
Production capacity: 5000 yds/day
(Approx)

Nice Fabrics processing Limited.
Attexco Machine (China)
Reactive Print.
Head: 32
Machine(small)
Max width: 35-72 inch
Machine (Big)
Max width: 35-100 inch
Print Capacity: 300 mtr per hour.

ACS Textiles (Bangladesh) Limited.
MS Machine (Italy Brand)
Reactive Print.
Head:32
Max width:124 inch.
Production capacity: 5000 yds/day

Viyellatex
Durst alpha 190 Machine (Italy Brand)
Pigment Print.
Head: 64
Max width:74 inches
Colour. 8 Knit
Production capacity knit:1000 kg/day
Woven: 5000 yds/day (Approx).

Jamuna Group.
Reggiani Machine. (Italy Brand)
Reactive Print.
Head-16
Max width: -70 Inch
Production capacity: 3500-4000 yds/day

Pran RFL Chorka Textile
Atexco Machine
Reactive Print.
Head-16
Day-64-inch max
Production capacity: 2200 yds/day

Experience Textile Ltd.
Atexco Machine
Reactive Print.

Beximco Textile Division.
Machine name: Reggiani (Brand Italy)
Print type: - Reactive print
Head-16
Head name: - Kyocera
Color: 8 color Printable
Max width: 72 inches
Production Capacity: Woven-3000 yds/
day. Knit - 500-800 kg/day

Mondol Group.
Durst alpha 190 Machine (Italy Brand)
Reactive: Print.
Head: 64
Max width: 74 inches
Color. 8 Knit
Production capacity knit:1000 kg/day
Woven: 5000 yds/day

Unicom
Texlink machine (China)
Head: 16(Kyocera)
Print type: Reactive Print
Color: 8 Color

Robintex Group.
Machine 1: Durst Alpha 190 Brand: Italy
Print type: Reactive print Head-32, Richo
Gen 5)
Color: 8 color
Printable width: 72"
Capacity: woven-3000 yds/day Knit 600-800 kg/day
Machine 2: MS LARIO Brand: Italy
Head: -164 Approx.- Kyocera)
Print type: Reactive print
Printable width: 72"
Capacity:15-20 ton /day
Machine 3: MS JPK EVO For Disperse
Brand: Italy
Head: -32 Print type:
Reactive print Color
8 color Printable
width: 72"
Capacity: woven-5000yds/day Knit 1500 kg/day
Machine 4: MS JPK EVO for Pigment
Brand: Italy
Print type: Reactive print
Head: -32
8 color
Printable width: 72"
Production Capacity:1500 kg/day

Knit Concern Group
1. Reggiani Top and Reggiani Renoir.
Made in Italy
Reaktive Ink
Head: -32
Color -8
Printable width: 72- 97 inches
Capacity -1500 kg /day, 1 mc, knit fabric.
6000 meters Woven 1 mc
Machine 3: Sublimation
Reggiani Compect.
Made in Italy
Head:16
Color: 8 Dispas ink
Capacity: 4000-5000 meter
Sulimation paper print

GMS composite knitting Industry
limited.
Machine 1: Durst Alpha-330 (Italy Brand)
Reactive Print.
Head: 64 Ricoh Gen 5 Print Head Ink
quality: - HD
Max width: 130"/3.3 metre (working
area).
Color: 8 (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow. Black,
Red, Orange, Blue, Grey)
Production capacity: Knit:1200 kgs/day &
Woven: 4500/ 5000 yds/day
Machine 2: 2 Durst Alpha_190_Italy
Brand
Print type: Reactive Print.
Head: 64 Ricoh Gen 5 Print Head Ink
quality: - HDI
Max width: 74"/1.9 meter. Color: 8 (Cyan,
Magenta, Yellow, Black, Red, Orange,
Blue, Grey)
Production capacity: Knit:1200 kgs/day &
Woven: 4500/5000 yds/day

Echotex Textile Ltd.
Reggiani Machine. (Italy Brand)
Reactive Print.
Head: 32
Maximum print width- 72-74 inches
Production capacity: 5000 yds/day
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Apex Holding limited.
Reggiani machine. (Italy brand)
Reactive print.
Head:16
Max width:64 inches
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Major problems and solution of digital printing
1. Color
staining
problem

In case of dark color print, the problem happened in the unprinted area.
This problem can be solved by following waysa) Fabric shouldn`t come into close contact with each other during
loop formation in steaming.
b) Selection suitable coating recipe.
c) Wash should be perfect so that no excess color in the fabric.

2.Centre
to side
running
shade
problem

For full coverage design this problem normally happens. This can be
minimized by(a) Wash the fabric properly before coating.
(b) Check all fabric parameters (i.e. absorbency, fabric PH, oil etc.)
before coating.

3. White
spot

This problem can be solved by following waya) Remove the protruding fibers from fabric surface before coating by
singeing or enzyme.
b) Clean the chemical tank properly before coating.

4. Low
color yield

It`s a very common problem in textile industry of Bangladesh. The
situation can be improved by following way:
a) Singeing and mercerization for both knit and woven fabric
b) Selection of suitable coating chemical. For digital printing, coating
chemical has a big impact for color yield.

5. Shade
variation
problems:

Most critical problem we face in digital printing is shade variation. We
print same design but after finishing we get different shade. This can be
minimized by(a) Coating chemical needs to make properly. Check the viscosity and PH.
(b) During streaming, washing and finishing need to keep all
parameters same.

diversification in the textile
industry if we want to survive
shortly. So, the investors need to
focus on digital technology as
soon as possible.

thickness of fabric.
Pressure-(3-5)

Impact of coating chemical in
digital printing

Packed the coated fabric with poly
as soon as possible otherwise,
urea can absorb water from the
environment which can destroy
the printing effect.

Standard recipe for reactive

Advantages

Thickener (PC-130)-3%
Urea- (8-10) %
Sodium bicarbonate- 2%
Resist salt-1%
Rest amount of water
Parameters
Temperature- Not more than 120°C.
Speed- About 20m/min. It can
be changed according to the
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B. Better permeability
C. Good definition
D. Better hand feel
E.	Easy to wash and have
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money
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COVID-19, 3D printing and the
digital supply chain reckoning
Heather Clancy, GreenBiz Editorial Director
Proponents of 3D printing
technology and digital
manufacturing solutions have
been seeking their breakthrough
moment for years. It took mere
weeks to showcase their potential as
enablers of flexible supply chains —
capable of decentralizing worldwide
production and responding to
violent, unforeseen disruption.
Every day, there is news of some
inspirational pivot that points
toward the future possibilities
for creating far more sustainable
supply chains. The most vivid
illustration, of course, is the
literally hundreds of companies
diverting at least some portion
of their production capacity to
creating urgently needed supplies
for the medical community. It’s
part altruism, part capitalism.
Just a few examples: 3D printing
provider HP Inc. and its network
of customers and partners has so
far "printed" more than 1.5 million
parts for front-line healthcare
workers — components for face
shields and PAPR hoods. Digital
manufacturing specialist Fictiv has
mobilized its network to produce
batches of 10,000 shields daily with
lead times of as little as 24 hours.
Another player, Carbon, teamed up
with Resolution Medical and Beth
Israel Deaconess Medical Center
in Boston to design and start
producing nasopharyngeal swabs
for COVID-19 in just three weeks.
The partnership is producing
hundreds of thousands of swabs
every week using Carbon’s M2
printers. Markforged, which makes
metal and carbon fiber 3D printers,
is part of a similar collaboration
driven by several hospitals and
research institutions in San Diego.
"With supply chains experiencing
such significant disruption
right now, we could see trends
in different sectors toward
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decentralization and localization,
including in the way products are
designed and made to rely less
on centralized production and
mass production," noted Carbon
CEO Ellen Kullman, in response to
questions I sent her for this article.
A similar sentiment was shared
by Ramon Pastor, interim
president of 3D printing and
digital manufacturing at HP,
also via email, "Many companies
look to digital manufacturing
service providers to help speed
development of new products,
shorten time to market, create
leaner supply chains and reduce
their carbon footprint."
The global 3D printing market was
worth about $12 billion in 2019,
with a compound annual growth
rate of 14 percent predicted from
2020 to 2027.
One of HP’s high-profile customers
is Volkswagen, which is using
its technology in the design of
electric vehicles. VW aims to
produce more than 22 million EVs
worldwide by 2028.
The pandemic is proving to be
what Sean Manzanares, senior
manager of business strategy and
marketing for Autodesk, describes
as an "unfortunate catalyst"
that is accelerating corporate
evaluations of alternative, more
sustainable production methods.
(To sate that interest, the software
company is offering free access
to the commercial versions of its
cloud-hosted design applications
through June 30.)
Autodesk is putting considerable
muscle behind demonstrative
facilities that help companies
explore the potential of
3D printing and localized
manufacturing, such as the
Generative Design Field Lab that
is part of the 100,000-squarefoot MxD innovation center
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in Chicago. Autodesk doesn’t
make the hardware; it has added
artificial intelligence to many of
its applications to make "pushbutton" manufacturing simpler.
One company exploring how these
technologies could support its
sustainability initiatives is IKEA,
which has been examining how
it might use reclaimed furniture
scraps to create new products that
combine wood and an emerging
form of "sustainable power" from
Arkema, which makes resins for 3D
printers, Manzanares said.
Dave Evans, founder and CEO of
Fictiv and a former Ford engineer,
said the pandemic has helped
underscore the notion that digital
manufacturing networks — ones
that allow organizations to be
more agile when it comes to
sourcing — will be key to ensuring
resilience in the long term, as
disruptions brought on by climate
change become more frequent.
One ongoing dialogue within Fictiv
is the role of design in moving
toward a more circular, agile
economy — one in which products
can be repaired and serviced far
more easily. The company’s gift
to employees last Christmas: the
2002 book "Cradle to Cradle,"
which it hopes will spur innovation
from the bottom up.
"The first thing you have to do
is show people that they have
options," Evans observed. "If you
can show someone a [total cost
of ownership] or landed cost, you
can show them the emissions of
hyperlocal versus some different
view. Our role isn’t to push
sustainability, but it’s to give them
a better choice. If you can do that,
you’re enabling leaders to make
both better business decisions and
better environmental decisions."
[This article first appeared in
GreenBiz's weekly newsletter]
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ZDHC man-made cellulosic
guidelines released
ZDHC has expanded the scope of its work to cover fiber production to account
for the environmental impact of fibers
ZDHC Updates
ZDHC has expanded the scope of
its work to cover fiber production
to account for the environmental
impact of fibers. The initial focus
of the document is the fiber group
viscose and modal.
This latest set of ZDHC guidelines
makes a significant contribution to
the industry by giving brands and
manufacturing facilities producing
man-made cellulosic fibers
(MMCF) an aligned approach
for emissions control. They also
offer an aligned approach for the
recovery of Sulphur compounds,
part of the inputs, as well as byproducts generated during the
production process.
“This document gives fiber
manufacturers essential guidance
and helps to make tangible
progress by providing targets
to move forward and tackle
emissions in a meaningful way. The
guidelines support ZDHC’s holistic
approach to transforming the
entire value chain,” Phil Townsend
- Sustainable Raw Materials
Specialist, M&S.
The importance of fiber
production in the value chain
Fibers are key components of
production processes in the textile
and fashion value chain and it is
crucial to reduce environmental
impacts. The guidelines give
suppliers producing MMCF unified
criteria for measuring output
indicators like wastewater, sludge,
air emissions and other processrelated parameters.
“The release of the ZDHC MMCF
88

Figure: This latest set of ZDHC guidelines makes a significant contribution to the industry
by giving brands and manufacturing facilities producing man-made cellulosic fibers
(MMCF) an aligned approach for emissions control.

Guidelines is an important
milestone for the Roadmap to
Zero Program. It represents
ZDHC’s first guidelines focused on
fiber manufacturing, addressing
air emissions and for the first time,
resource recovery in production.
The ZDHC MMCF Guidelines are
the result of a collaborative effort
by our Contributors,” Scott Echols
- Programme Director, ZDHC
Roadmap to Zero.
An aligned approach for all
stakeholders
By providing an aligned approach,
the MMCF Guidelines advocate
for the improvement of processes
to minimize emissions and work
towards the recovery of input
substances and by-products. This
directly addresses the negative
impact of outputs arising from
MMCF production. The intention
with the MMCF Guidelines is to
continuously improve and adapt
to technical developments and
science-based evidence as part of

their ongoing evolution.
A collaborative, comprehensive
approach was taken to develop
the MMCF Guidelines:
“Through ZDHC, subject matter
experts discussed possible
solutions to drive change. The
most enriching experience was
having people on this task team
who actually work in MMCF
production, as the feasibility of the
steps was core to our discussions
and fully reflected in our work,” Dr.
Siva Pariti - Global Audit Manager,
Sustainable Textile Solutions.
"The new ZDHC MMCF Guidelines
will become a cornerstone of
the sector and critical to shifting
viscose suppliers towards clean
production. I thank ZDHC for its
hard work and support of our and
our members' mission to minimize
the negative impacts of the textile
industry," Simone Seisl - Fibers
and Raw Materials Consultant,
Textile Exchange.
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Additional industry support for
implementation
ZDHC will further support
brands, producers and other
stakeholders to implement the
MMCF guidelines and to highlight
the steps towards safer production
practices. This will be done
through a ZDHC MMCF Industry
Implementation Guidelines
due for release shortly. This
complementary set of guidelines

Advertorial

will outline recommended actions
to ensure smooth and effective
implementation of the ZDHC
MMCF Guidelines.
Also, publicly available shortly,
the Implementation Guidelines,
alongside a series of webinars, will
provide additional implementation
support and a template for
communicating the adoption of
the ZDHC MMCF Guidelines.
For manufacturers and brands

alike these guidelines, taken
together, will actively help to drive
progress.
The ZDHC MMCF Guidelines and
the Implementation Guidelines
help to make a long-term
difference to how fibers are
produced. They mark an important
step in ZDHC’s mission to drive
best practice throughout the value
chain and to transform every
aspect of the industry.

BUSI to reorganize activity for
better service to all its partners
Desk Report
Italy-based BUSI GIOVANNI has
always been customer-centered,
and over the last months, it has
started reorganizing staff and
restructuring lean manufacturing
to provide all customers worldwide
with better service.

divided into three lines, which
make the most demanding
customers fully satisfied:

Such efforts are being made for a
while due to our business’s global
development, too.

Platinum Line, superior machines
for specific requirements

Demand for BUSI single-cylinder
sock-knitting machines, which
are positioned in the premium
segment, is increasingly growing,
and BUSI family wants to be ready
to meet customers’ needs and
to face such a new challenging
situation promptly and efficiently.
The company’s reliability with its
over 60-year experience, our 100%
made-in-Italy machines which
are certified to be eco-friendly,
and recognized very versatile
worldwide represent our mission
on a global scale.
Classic, patterned, sports,
technical-sports, and medical with
special solutions for graduated
compression socks can be
manufactured by BUSI machines.
Our full range of products is
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Gold Line, superior machines
for first-class socks for babies,
children, adults

Medical Line, superior machines
for certified-compression medical
socks in classes 1, 2, 3
Not less important comes our full
set of services which counts a
good number of useful options.
Among the other BUSI fashion
design service and turn-key
project are our flagship.
By preferring BUSI sock-knitting
machines means making an
excellent win-to-win choice for:

customers have been running
them for 30 years and longer.
Your investment is amortized
in 20 years, which makes our
machines more economical
than others available from
competitors.

•	Unequaled sock quality Undisputed and incomparable
with any other single-cylinder
sock-knitting machine builder
currently present in the market.

•	Low maintenance costs and
low spare parts consumption –
i.e., real extraordinary savings.
BUSI machines also hardly stop,
which guarantees incredibly
high productivity rates.

•	Outstanding longevity - The
average life of our machines
is 25 years, but lots of our

Visit our website www.
busigiovanni.com or contact us at
busi@busigiovanni.com
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Apna Organics brings chemicals to
manufacture N-95 and other masks
Apna Organics Story
The world is shaking due to the
deadly virus COVID-19. It has
already killed near about 0.4
million peoples all over the world.
No one knows when this virus will
be gone and everything will be
normal. Daily average 40k-50k
peoples are getting infected.
Doctors, nurses, security stuffs
and all other people’s regarding to
social service are highly exposed
to this virus.
But unfortunately, there are a huge
shortage of personal protective
equipment (PPE) all over the
world. Lack of technical know-how
to manufacture PPE and shortage
of raw materials are the main

cause of PPE shortage.
To support the
manufacturers and
fight against Corona,
Apna Organics Pvt Ltd.
has brought chemicals
required for manufacturing
N-95, RN 95 and other
masks.
Figure: The layers of a standard mask.
Apna Organics Pvt Ltd,
working with the theme
Asia, Africa, Europe, and North
‘A legacy of quality’, holds
America market by ensuring
a unique identity in the textile
goodwill and quality service.
and apparel industry as a leading
solution provider for the textile
For further information and
industry. Though it is a Mumbai
technical support please contact
based company, Apna Organics
apnaorganics@outlook.com
already expanded its business in

Epson site brings fashion
designers together
Junayed Tanvir
To aid fashion designers printing
giant Epson launched a microsite
for digital fabric printing. The
microsite offers fashion designers
one source for digital fabric
printing information, products and
collaboration.
‘Epson Brings Technology &
Fashion Together’ – is dedicated
to connecting digital fabric
printing technology and solutions
to fashion designers and
entrepreneurs.
It also provides fashion designers
with an informative digital fabric
printing destination, offering
solution-based guidance for a
range of digital fabric printing
applications including, dye-
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digital fabric printing technology
in today’s design workflows.

Figure: Epson revolutionizing the fashion
industry by offering Fashion Designers
amazing new ways to produce their
fabrics.

sublimation, direct-to-garment,
and direct-to-fabric printing on a
variety of fabrics.
The ‘Epson Brings Technology
& Fashion Together’ microsite
also connects fashion designers
directly to digital fabric printers
to help advance the integration of
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“Digital printing technology
has changed every industry
it’s touched, and now it’s
revolutionizing the fashion
industry by offering fashion
designers amazing new ways to
produce their designs on a range
of fabrics,” said Mark Radogna,
Strategic Marketing, Epson
America, Inc.
The digital fabric printing market
is evolving quickly, and as the
leader in this innovative new
product segment, Epson is taking
the lead to help educate fashion
designers about the benefits of
this emerging technology.
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Sciessent’s Agion®
antimicrobial solution
for meeting the current
demand for masks
Amzad Hossain Monir
Masks headed to healthcare
facilities have incorporated
Sciessent’s Agion® antimicrobial
technology U.S.-based leading
provider of customized
antimicrobial (AM) solutions
Sciessent is working with a
cooperative consortium of major
apparel manufacturers that
are dedicating production line
capacity to meet the U.S. need for
masks during the outbreak.
Leading manufacturers within
this consortium are incorporating
Sciessent’s Agion® antimicrobial
solution into masks designed for
use in healthcare facilities. The
Agion® treatment incorporated
into masks is modeled after the
FDA, EU and Canadian cleared
Nexera surgical respirator, which
relies on Agion® Antimicrobial
performance to make FDA cleared
claims to inactivate viruses by 99.99
percent in 5 minutes and kill 99.99
percent of bacteria in one hour.
Agion® is one of the ‘smartest’
antimicrobial in the industry, only
activating when it needs to defend
against microbes. This innovative
approach provides the longest
lasting protection for everything
from textiles and apparel to water
devices to medical devices to surfaces.
Sciessent is providing chemistry
to the consortium to produce
700 million face masks. The mills
involved in U.S. production of the
Agion®-treated masks include long
term partners of Sciessent and
Parkdale Inc., American Apparel,
Volunteer Knits, Beverly Knits,
Sanmar and Carolina Cotton.
Paul Ford, CEO of Sciessent said,
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“We are honored to be a part of
this extraordinary effort to help meet
the needs of this global challenge.
Some models of Agion®-treated
masks are reusable and effective up
to fifteen wash warm, tumble dry
high cycles before discarding.”
“The Sciessent team is committed
to helping both healthcare device
manufacturers and those from
other sectors who are retooling
to produce PPE, to get up and
running with a proven effective,
FDA cleared antimicrobial
solution,” Paul Ford added.
Sciessent’s ability to partner with
manufacturers through the FDA
review process is key to those
companies’ successful increase in
their production of the types of
masks currently in short supply
during the global COVID-19 pandemic.
The Sciessent Healthcare, Technical
and Regulatory team effectively
and quickly turns around answers
to safety, efficacy and labeling
questions posed by the FDA.
The Agion® Antimicrobial is
presently registered by the United
States Environmental Protection
Agency as a preservative and
bacteriostatic agent for use in
treated articles under 40 CFR
152.25a. The information presented
herein is not intended to support
or endorse public health claims for
treated articles.
The Agion® Antimicrobial is also
used in medical devices under the
Food and Drug Administration;
those medical device claims are
based on safety and efficacy
testing and are limited to those
approved by the FDA.

In the EU, the Agion® Antimicrobial
is used in medical devices under
the Medical Device Directive: those
medical device claims are based
on safety and efficacy testing
and are limited to those approved
by the designated Competent
Authorities and/or Notified Bodies.
Agion® antimicrobial solutions
from Sciessent have been
incorporated into a wide range
of healthcare, industrial, and
consumer applications, including
medical devices such as central
venous catheters and IV access
ports, drinking water applications
like water filters and ice-making
equipment, and textiles and apparel.
As per Frank Stevens, VP, Global
Technology Transfer-Sciessent who
leads the global technical support
said that his past Bangladesh
experience and relationship will
help a lot to rewrite the next edition.
Fabpro Specialities Ltd, a
HARRIS & MENUK Company, is
the Sciessent’s representative
in Bangladesh. Sciessent’s
global support team will provide
unrivaled technical and customer
support along with Fabpro team at
every level of its clients, ensuring
a smooth transition with best
available chemistry. It is not just
customer service; it provides
brand experience to the industry
as per Abdul Azeez Asukeen/
Director,Fabpro Specialities Ltd.
Fabpro Specialities Ltd is situated
at Giant Business Tower, Uttara
providing all kinds of technical and
customer support at every level of
its clients with their Application
Research Laboratory facility.
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SGS providing quality assurance of PPE
and cleanliness assessment solutions
SGS Story
Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) protects against health
and safety hazards. In the current
COVID-19 pandemic, outbreak
healthcare professionals and
common people rely more on
such PPE to protect themselves
and others from getting infected.
PPE works as a barrier between
an individual’s skin, mouth, nose,
or eyes and viral & bacterial
infections, the first-line defense
against harmful exposures. In
this regard, the quality and safety
features of such PPE is one of the
major concerns.
In addition to protecting the
human body, special treatments
can be applied to a garment to
prevent an attack from harmful
microorganisms, strengthen
materials and extend durability.
This is important for both the seller
and customer, as no one expects
a high-end functional product to
have a short service life.
In Europe, placing PPE products
on the market is regulated by the
PPE Regulation (2016/425). In
the USA, all personal protective
equipment (PPE) that is intended
for use as a medical device
must follow The Food and Drug
Administration, FDA's regulations.
In China, the regulatory of GB26262019 is essential for PPE products.
The COVID-19 pandemic is
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unprecedented in the modern
era, posing unforeseen challenges
to business continuity. SGS has
dedicated teams who are working
hard to meet those challenges
and support international efforts
to beat COVID-19. Its global
network and experts provide
one-stop simple solutions for PPE
product compliance with testing,
inspection and certification
requirements.
In Bangladesh, SGS is the leading
approved laboratory by DGDA
with maximum testing capability
in the countries TIC (Testing,
Inspection, Certification) industry.
It is ISO/IEC 17025 accredited
testing laboratory also provides
comprehensive testing services on
many kinds of PPE such as face
mask and gowns.
Sanitation of your installations is of
the utmost importance to prevent
the spread of SARS-CoV-2, the
virus that causes COVID-19. SGS
can assist by providing on-site
or virtual monitoring to assess
the effectiveness of cleaning and
disinfection procedures. SGS also
provides services that can support
your businesses to evaluate
the efficacy of cleaning and
disinfection procedures.
This service ensures that the strict
standards of cleanliness are met
to mitigate the impacts of the
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COVID-19 pandemic. Cleaning
and disinfection procedures are
crucial to prepare any business
for re-opening after COVID19.
It will help to safely open
workplaces again. SGS provides
post-cleaning validation walkthrough inspections as well as
supplementary environmental
sampling and testing to assess
the effectiveness of your cleaning
and disinfection program and
the extent and persistence of
COVID-19.
SGS is the world’s leading
inspection, verification, testing and
certification company, founded
in 1878 and is recognized as the
global benchmark for quality
and integrity. With more than
97,000 employees SGS operates a
network of over 2600 offices and
laboratories around the world. SGS is
constantly looking beyond customers’
and society’s expectations to deliver
market-leading services wherever
they are needed.
As the leader in providing
specialized business solutions
that improve quality, safety and
productivity and reduce risk,
SGS helps customers to navigate
an increasingly regulated world.
Its independent services add
significant value to customers’
operations and ensure business
sustainability.
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